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Editor + Letters
Originally I agreed to publish Footprints because the Publications Officer moved to France for half a year
and I had a bit of spare time on my hands (You tend to do a lot of lying around after a jaw operation) The
way things turned out, I had to do most of the work on the mag when I was ridiculously busy. Reading old
editorials you could be forgiven for thinking that publishing this magazine was akin to a death sentence.
But it wasn’t all that bad, certainly, parts of it were even enjoyable! The opportunity to utilise dusty design
skills was refreshing and apart from trying to wrangle reports from people, it has all gone (almost) smoothly.
I would really like to thank all the contributors, as cheesy as it is, I couldn’t have done it without them, this
magazine has been made through many people being enthusiastic and (most importantly) generous with
their time.
In terms of the tramping club, it has been a very good year; record membership, a strong financial position,
much repair work on the hut and a record five Beginners’ Snowskools have meant that 2008 was one of
the best years for the club in recent history. Brad Lovett did a phenomenal job on constructing the hut
toilet, well under budget and with more features than anyone could ever imagine, it must be the most
technologically advanced tramping hut toilet in the country!
So get outdoors in 2009, do the trips you’ve been planning for years, invite me along if it’s a particularly
cool one. On that note, if you have any abuse/adulations to send to me about the magazine, feel free to
email me at xyrandus@gmail.com

Happy tramping! Miles Mason, Editor
Statistical analysis of this research has produced a
p-value less than 0.001. A p-value is the probability
of obtaining a result at least as extreme as the one
that was actually observed, given that the null
Coke kills Giardia. (Dramatic Pause to emphasise hypothesis is true. This means that the p-value
obtained provides very strong evidence against
the definitiveness of this statement.)
the null hypothesis. Therefore the alternative
There are some misguided individuals amongst us hypothesis should be adopted, that Coke does kill
who do not believe in this holy grail of tramping Giardia in the human digestive system.
wisdom, so Mister Smiley I would like to prove to
Q.E.D.
them once and for all that I am right.

Sugary Safety Notice

Dear Mr Smiley (the editor of this illustrious
publication)

Yours Sincerely
Rion Gulley
Media Officer for the Society for tramping on coke
(SToCK)

Firstly to explain the parasite for those readers that
have yet to learn of its devastating effects. Giardia
is a pathogen that causes severe diahorrea and
vomiting over a 21 day period and is described
by the Ministry of Health as widespread in New
Zealand.

P.S. I would also recommend collecting water
from the surface of slow moving but not stagnant
Over the past 17 years a group of dedicated water.
individuals have conducted rigorous experiments
to find ways to prevent infection from this Disclaimer: Coca-Cola Amatil NZ Ltd or any of
debilitating micro-organism. The principal goal of their associated companies did not provide any
these experiments was to test the null hypothesis, reparations to support this research, or any of its
that Coke does not kill Giardia in the human participants, or the writer of this letter but if they
feel so inclined to remedy this situation it would
digestive system.
gladly be accepted.
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BushSkool
It was an informative weekend over at the AUTC hut at Waitaks as the ‘eager’ students (all 17 of us) of bush
skool piled over there to learn in two days the necessary skills of bushcraft, tramping and orienteering.
For those less fortunate and were not able to make it to this mini course run by the AUTC – we had a good
time learning basic yet vital skills of being in the bush like first aid outdoors and what food to bring, how
to set up tents and how to set up shelters, how to use portable cookers, gear list – the essentials and how
to pack your pack efficiently, what to wear and what to avoid like the plague, how to read weather reports
and what to expect from New Zealand’s indecisive weather, how to use a compass and a map and what to
do to “un-lose” yourself in the bush, how to carefully cross a river and use the smallest person to actually
block the impact of the water as well as steer your way through (it’s not my fault I’m small!!), how to light
fires and how to make wax bombs to attract attention or even for plain entertainment (DISCLAIMER:
Please do not attempt this at home children), an overall trip leader skills overview, and last but not
least; learning the equally if not more so, important skill of how to maintain your balance when climbing
phonebooks as a pair and still manage to touch the ground (We maxed out on phonebooks – 15 phonebooks
with two pairs as the reigning champions).
It cannot be disputed that the knowledge gained was of the utmost significance to prepare oneself for
anything and everything that can and will happen when one enters the Great Outdoors and we give
many a big thanks to the organizers – accolades to Rion Gulley for organizing the whole venture and
remembering everyone’s names, to Kylie Brewer for successfully handling the food and being
the most level-headed person around, to Craig Smith for taking up the role of the pyrotechnician and also
allowing (questionable) people to re-affirm their long-lost friendship with fire, to Charis Wong for being the
bubbly, kind, ever-ready-to-help person she is, Brad (Pitt) for the toilets and the shelter-building training
and to all back-stage people there are that we were not aware of. In all seriousness, thanks for the tips and
for taking care of us. Also, a great big thanks to the drivers who got us there safely in the first place.
The weather was just as ‘obliging’ and rained for the most part, but it’s all about the experience and it made
the AUTC hut even more cosy and the walk back, less cosy.
I believe everyone present learnt valuable lessons that we would benefit from relating to planning and
executing our trips and it was definitely a time to get to know more members of the tramping club. I mean,
what better than to lie in a sleeping bag and talk about beta carotene, ‘carbs’, deep and profound proverbs,
and to tell stories about witches and ocelots after a day of training then to wake up and have breakfast in
bed. That is what AUTC stands for – fun, friendships and tramping (and fire). The next time bush skool rolls
around, be sure not to miss it, it sharpens up skills, it is a good reminder of proper conduct in the bush and
it’s good fun.
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Social Officers’ Report
Social Officers 2008 Rant By Rebecca Caldwell
Photos in the next three pages are from the xmas party
Kylie Brewer and I were the club’s 2008 Social
Officers. We decided to split up the traditional
yearly events and lead them accordingly, adding
in a few surprises along the way. I looked after May
Camp, Outdoors Club Ball, Games Night and Posh
Dins. Although I lead Orientation (I was a fill in as
Kylie wasn’t able to oversee it due to a wedding
she attended – see Kylie’s spiel about Orientation),
Kylie still helped in the background with ideas on
menus etc, although Claire Oliver needs the bigger
thanks for this as she came up with the final menu
for Orientation and helped cook for the 85 hungry
people who were present..
This year, Kylie and I wanted to increase the
organisation, the amount of people who attended
and to make the social events reliable and lots of
fun. We mostly succeeded despite a few hiccups
along the way. Numbers had increased for the big
players of the year such as May Camp (doubled the
numbers) and Outdoors Club Ball. Feedback was
mostly positive which made the amount of effort
that went into the social events worthwhile. The
complaints we received (thankfully minor) only
helped us to think bigger and better for next time
and continue to make social events in the club
more fun so more club members want to come along. The tramping club is not all about social activities
- where would we be without tramping - but being social is a big aspect of our club and certainly makes a
great platform for making good friends, perhaps even for life.

Outdoors Club Ball – September 2008

By Rebecca Caldwell

Held at Fordes Bar in the city, we had almost 80 attendees (made up of the Auckland University’s Canoe
Club, Tramping Club, Rock and Alpine Club, Snow Club and Diving Club members and friends) dressed
up in a safari theme – some had gone to extreme lengths to don wild costumes. To respect the rules at
Fordes, we had one drinking game between the Canoe Club, Tramping Club and Snow Club. Canoe Club
won with Tramping Club not far behind. We were told the Snow Club are a force to be reckoned with
for drinking games but alas their star performers
were at a committee meeting that weekend
and weren’t able to show their talents in this
area. Never mind! Larger prizes (huge thanks to
Bivouac and Living Simply who provided a Swiss
army knife, $100 worth of gift vouchers, heavy
duty summit socks and more) were awarded to
best dressed – Crocodile Man from the Tramping
Club and Lion Woman (Tess) from the Canoe Club.
Spot prizes were given from what I remember to
7

the man who wore the skimpiest costume – you know who you
are and the coolest dancer (a man from the canoe club - a real
charmer). I would also like to take the opportunity to extend
special thanks to Rachel and Olly from Snow Club who helped
with selling tickets and contributing to some of the spot prizes,
Nicola from Rock and Alpine Club who helped set up decorations
and sell tickets, Rob from Tramping Club for being a great support
and all-rounder, Keri and Mai from the Canoe Club who provided
the music, negotiating better deals for drinks, selling tickets at
Student Central and contributing to some of the spot prizes
and to Thomas Forde from Fordes who helped advertise the
event, gave us some great deals and contributed two bottles of
champagne to spot prizes. The night could not have happened
without all of you.

Games Night – October 2008
By Rebecca Caldwell
Held just before the second semester’s lectures finished, we held
a games night with tacos for dinner. A small handful of us (12-15
people) played Cranium, Taboo, Settlers of Catan and a German game (sorry Claas, I couldn’t remember
the name of it but it looked great – I was preparing tacos so missed out!) This was a night where nobody
missed out as everyone was included – we had a fun and relaxed night –
hope we have another one like it.

Progressive Posh Dins – December 2008
Rebecca Caldwell

By

We all looked extremely posh! There were roughly fifteen of us. We
first meet at the quad at University where most didn’t know where they
were going (they only knew all venues
were in the city) until they reached
their first destination, the ladies were
then chauffeured by some of our fine
gentlemen to their first destination; Zap
4 Thai Cuisine. This is a great spot where
you only pay $12 max for your main
meal in a cheap looking restaurant but
where the food is just fantastic. We then
proceeded to the ferry building to have
gelato icecream for dessert and then lastly
to Honey Bar for cocktails – you should check their cocktail list out (like
four or five pages worth of choices). This night was designed to be a chill
out night, enjoying the freedom of no more study for the year and good
company. We had all this plus more; lots of laughs and many tramping or
‘other’ harmless stories to share from the year. Another fun night and a
great intro for the weekend as the next day most of us headed out for the
annual Hut’s Christmas Party (but that’s another story :)).

Wine and Cheese Evening By Kylie Brewer
The annual wine and cheese event was held on Thursday 13th March up Mt Eden. Wine and cheese was the
most successful it’s been in years with over 30 people in attendance to enjoy a real banquet of nibbles and
wine whilst watching a beautiful sunset over the city. It was a great start to the 2008 social calendar.
8

Wednesday Night Live – 26th March
By Kylie Brewer
A new initiative by the socials officers to have an event where
a small group of us met up for a casual dinner at Wok N Noodle
restaurant in Mt Eden followed by drinks at Cac Bar across the
road. This was great way to meet some of the clubs new members.
Fantastic restaurant too!

Progressive Dinner – 10TH May
(As described by John Deverall)
This years Progressive Dinner took on a Mexican theme and as
those who attended agree Progressive Dinner this year progressed,
well not very far distance wise, but very far in culinary terms.
We learned that for vegetable soup, you need LOTS of stock. We
learned that Woks do come in 1m diameters, and can be filled. We
learned that pretzels do not come out of a packet, they can be
baked.
We progressed through Vegetable soup, Spaghetti Bolognese, and
Golden Syrup dumplings, and from the main hall of Kahikatea Eco
Village, through to the fire place.
In terms of Hippies vs Mexicans at the commune, it would be fair to
say that the hippies won with the help of the residents, although
that is probably unfair on the mexicans as I expect the residents
would have won it for the hippies any day of the week without
trying, whether anybody had told them they were competing or
not.

Cave Party 12th July at Whatipu Sea Caves By Kylie Brewer
Attendees – Kylie Brewer, Jane Dudley, Ryan Fogarty, Logan Wait, Baukje Lenting, Gordon Liu, Moe Negishi,
Rachael Jones, Ollie, Sue.
It was a pretty wild and wintry Saturday afternoon when we headed
out to Whatipu caves for what is becoming an annual tradition. Loaded
up with all our gear we set off on the short, yet muddy walk to the
caves. The caves are old sea caves and due to natural coastal processes
are now quite a distance from the beach. The weather cleared and
we were able to enjoy a bit of the sunset over the beach. Then we
set about preparing the cave. The caves are large and sheltered and
rather unique and we set one of the main caves up with tea lights
before sitting down to our pot luck dinner. After dinner Jane and Ryan
introduced us to the new sport of caterpillar wrestling, which provided
much entertainment for the spectators. Soon afterwards we parted
ways for our tents. Sunday morning was a dramatic contrast to the
afternoon before and wonderfully sunny! We packed up our campsite
and headed back to the cars. Some of us then checked out the beach
before heading back to the city.
9

Hut Birthday Party – 9th
August By Kylie Brewer
Attendees : Kylie Brewer, Rebecca
Caldwell, Rob Connolly, Craig Smith, Jo
Callis, Melissa Carter, Linn Elmund, Dustin
Jordan, Christina Ergler, Claas Damken,
Gina Romano, Jenny Long, Jayson
Hoogeveen, Nicola Hanna, Max and a few
others whose names escape me.
This year’s hut birthday party was a little
bit different than previous years. It took
on the theme of a deer stalkers ball
complete with venison pies. A keen group
of trampers met Craig bright and early at
Britomart station to catch the train in to
walk the more traditional route into the
hut meanwhile the rest of us took the
slightly less scenic and shorter route from
Anawhata Road. Once at the hut we played
a few ice breaker games so that everyone could introduce themselves and find out a bit more about each
other. Soon afterwards it was time for our feast which included venison which had been donated specially
for the occasion. On this occasion there was very little food left over – remarkable! After dinner it was time
for more socializing and relaxing in front of a roaring fire. On Sunday after a quick clean up it was time to
head off back through the mud and rain home.
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Hut Officer’s Report
Author: Brad Lovett
This year has been a great year for our hut. We’ve
had over 500 visitors, and the good guys at ARC have
re-done our main access route, Ridge Road Track.
Generous donations at the 2007 Jubilee have made
way for a much-needed change at Ongaruanuku.
We’ve finally caught up with the trend by installing
our new, fully eco-friendly composting toilet
block.
Full credit to Jane Dudley for raising over $2500
towards this project from past members. This
project wouldn’t have been possible without
generous donations from former members.
Months were spent huddled over diagrams of
similar systems, adapting where necessary to cut
costs. Our aim was to cut costs sufficiently to enable
us to build a shelter complete with two cubicles
and a hand-basin. At last by the start of February
we were all happy with a design that would suit,
transforming a former barrel-toilet collection
system to a fully composting waste treatment unit.
Many thanks to life member John Pemberton for
the barrels.
Craig and I cut all the materials for the toilet block
into kitset form, and, with a little help from our
ranger Simon, carted a very large trailer-full of wood through the bush to the hut. (Ed - I wish I had a pet
ranger to cart my stuff around) Thanks for the use of your car Antony – The Camry has revolutionised the
off-road experience.
We spent the next three weekends digging, concreting, and erecting the deck and walls of the new shelter.
Big thanks to Craig, Andy, Charis, Rion, Rob, John, Jane, Richard, Hannah and Rebecca for your commitment
through those mud-filled days. Carrying 80kg cement sacks through quickly-darkening bush without a
torch is never fun, but I didn’t hear a single complaint.
The toilets were finished within a couple of months. We’re now producing less methane than ever before,
and the liquids are no longer leaching into Auckland’s water catchment. All the usual bush toilet smells are
non-existent to date. Hopefully our calculations are right and there will never be a problem.
I’ve also re-done the plumbing on the hut tank to reduce blockages, and made a gravity fed ‘tank-vac’
style system so the tank will never need cleaning again. Gone are the days of brown sulfurous water at
orientation. Now the drinking water out there is cleaner than Auckland tapwater, and tastes fantastic.
For all first and second-year AUTC members out there reading this, I’m looking for a successor to take over
from me in 2010 (despite some intense competition at the polls, I’m also 2009 Hut Officer).
Thanks for a great year everyone. The club couldn’t function without a good committee, and this year’s lot
has set the bar. I look forward to a good year in 2009.
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Syme Hut
author: jake nana
Group Members: Rion Gulley, Peter Luk, Susannah Aitken, Anton
Gulley, Jake Nana
Date:january
We are somewhere around Te Awamutu, on the edge of Hamilton, when the syphilis begins to take hold.
Mt Taranaki, 2518 meters high, is a cone shaped mountain which has another smaller cone on its south
side. The snow melts away in the late summer months; in January there is normally still a bit of snow near
the summit.
Our group of five, Rion, Peter, Susannah, Anton, and myself, get to the north side of Mt Taranaki some
time after dark and stay the night in a shelter there. A beautiful morning comes. Debate arises. Shall we
climb to the summit
here or shall we drive
When the author of the King James version
around to the south
of the Bible was describing paradise,
side, climb Fanthom’s
these scenes are what he must have had in
Peak (The smaller
mind...
cone,
pronounced
Phantom’s
Peak,
because of a Phantom that’s said to live there) and then climb to the summit from there. After consulting
the elderly women at the D.O.C. building we learn a crucial piece of information: because of the chill blasts
from the south, there is still snow on the south side. Snow in itself is not a problem, but it does tend to
bring out the Phantom. We decide we’ll take our chances on the south side.

“

We arrive at Dawson Falls, where the track up the south side of Taranaki begins and start to trudge our way
up. The air grows thicker. The heat is stifling. Not a breath of wind. There is a soft fuzzy sound. A murmur. It
grows louder. Nearer. Louder. Deafening. KILLER BEES!! Luckily we’re from Auckland and know how to deal
with the situation.
We are climbing up Fanthom’s Peak and
it’s becoming pretty steep. The rock, dirt,
and scoria under our feet keeps on sliding
back. Fanthom’s Peak blocks our vision;
we cannot see anything further. Finally
we reach the top and look over. When
the author of the King James version of
the Bible was describing paradise, these
scenes are what he must have had in
mind. The wide sweeping spaces mix
into the sky. The blue juxtaposes with the
deep grey of the volcanic rock, smooth
in the distance. Trails of white snow lead
down the mountain while the warm sun
shines down.
We dump our back packs at the hut and
mt taranaki from syme hut
draw lots. Susannah, it seems, has gotten
sentry duty at the hut, to keep watch against the Phantom. The rest of us trek up the mountain to the
crater. Unfortunately it’s not too clear and the view is not that great. Sliding on the snow on the way down
13

is loads of fun.
Meanwhile at the hut it seems as though the Phantom is not going to be making an appearance and
Susannah, having been cutting carrots with what is more or less a rapier, decides to rest her eyes. There is
a fluttering of wings outside. The door bursts open. He is eight feet tall and has antennae on his head. The
Mothman! We can only assume that the Phantom sent him. Susannah takes up the knife. The Mothman
regards it and then speaks coolly: ‘A girl could defend herself with a knife like that.’ He leaves and pitches
his tent on the rocks.
Back at the hut we all have dinner and are joined by two weary travellers and a couple, Bill and Cindy, who
are natives from Taranaki. We all appreciate Bill’s chauvinist comments. After dinner we enjoy a nip of wine,
including some truly delicious ginger wine and the remarkable Don Pedro. If you haven’t tried it, well, I
suggest you collect up your change and head down to your local Foodtown.
The next morning we have breakfast and walk back down to Dawson Falls. From there we drive back to
Auckland. All in all it was a totally kick-ass trip with loads of beautiful scenery and many exciting turns.

Kawekas
author: craig smith
Group Members: Craig Smith, Charis Wong, Christina Fullerton,
Rowan Brooks
Date:13th - 19th July
We met at uni bright and early on the Saturday, all bright eyed and bushy tailed, ready for the 8+ hour
drive to get to the Kawekas and the prospect of experiencing some real winter tramping! Rowan was then
informed much to his surprise that we were going to the Kawekas, not the Tararuas after our incredibly
organised trip leader had switched locations just the day before! But not to worry, Rowan being ever
prepared as he is was ready for anything!
So we cruised down to Taupo and stopped by the supermarket to pick up some lunch and extra food to
cook for that evening and headed east towards Napier. After some detours via Napier (or close to) and
stopping at various petrol stations to look at their maps we managed to find the right country road and
spent the next few hours driving through the darkness on unsealed roads and arrived at the start of the
track in the Kawekas at 8pm? We cooked our dinner in the shelter and just before midnight started the 3
hour walk into the hut (Te Puia Lodge). We arrived
there at about 2am and dived into our sleeping bags,
doing our best to avoid waking the other occupants
in the process but not always succeeding.

Day 1: Tira Lodge to Ballard
Hut via Makino Hut
Up the next morning we prepared ourselves for the
climb up onto the Kaweka range that lay ahead and
admired the river next to the hut in full flood (which
we hadn’t noticed in the dark in spite of walking
beside it for 2 hours). Some of us also admired our
newly formed blisters which were soon to become a
prominent feature of the trip.
14

halfway up to the top of the kaweka range
- a beautiful day

We cruised on up the range enjoying the sunshine and our scroggin and the improving views as we
ascended. We stopped for lunch in a small clearing beside a deer hunters hut (Makino Hut) displaying
its prominent antlers from the roof before carrying on up the range. We reached the bushline at about
twilight and started looking for Ballard hut and our beds for the night . . . after a few more hours walk in the
darkness and some spotlighting to find each of the track marker poles we finally arrived at the hut! Seeing
the lights of Napier to the east from the top of the range was quite neat however, one of the benefits of still
walking after dark. Ballard hut is an old 1950’s forestry service hut made of corrugated iron, quite a change
to the modern DoC huts seen elsewhere on the more popular tracks around the country. Most of the huts
we stayed at were of similar construction, a new experience for us. We cooked a quick dinner and fell into
our sleeping bags, once again a late night after a 10+ hour day but
looking forward to the expected shorter day tomorrow.

Day 2: Ballard Hut to Studholme Saddle
Hut via Kaweka J.
The next day we were to continue along the Kaweka Range to the
highest peak on the range, being that of Kaweka J. We woke up, still a
bit tired and sore from the epic length and climb of the day before but
excited about getting up into the snow and seeing the views from the
top of the range. We headed further up onto the top of the magnificent
view of the central plateau Kaweka range and enjoyed the 360° views of Mt Ruapehu, Ngauruhoe,
Tongarario and the Central Plateau off to the west, Napier off the east and the Ruahines/Tararuas ranges to
the south. We enjoyed the sparse patches of snow and made sure we walked across as many as we could
- and wondered if the DoC rangers we had talked to beforehand about the area knew what ‘waist-deep
snow’ was and whether we would get to use the shiny ice axes and crampons we were carrying… but
enjoying the experience all the same.
We approached Kaweka J late afternoon and
spotted its ridge leading down off the range
to our beds for the night at Back Ridge Hut.
We then noticed another party of 4 trampers
descending the same ridge and after some
complicated mathematical calculations we
decided that our party of 4 and their party of
4 would not fit very easily into the already cosy
4 person deerstalkers hut that is Back Ridge
Hut! We decided instead to continue onto
Studholme Saddle Hut and prepared ourselves
for another 10+ hour day! Much to our delight
it wasn’t far away and all downhill, and the last
steep descent was even all scree so we had a
lot of fun sliding down (not always on our feet!)
kaweka J on our way to back ridge hut
and soon were enjoying a hot meal and trying
to figure out how to make the open fire in the hut actually produce heat instead of smoke.
That night we finally made our first mountain radio call after missing the schedule (7pm) the last 2 nights
and hoping they hadn’t panicked and sent out SAR after us!
While we were at it we also decided it would be a good idea to sit down and plan out the rest of our trip
to make sure we got out before we ran out of food since we had just made an unplanned detour further
along the range to get to this hut! After much discussion we came to the consensus that a rest day at the
end of 6 days tramping would be a fantastic idea… and noted that the hot pools marked on the map at
the end of the track would be a great reward at the end!
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Rowan and I then thought it was an important life
skill for Charis and Christina to learn how to play
500, the staple card game of NZ tramping! Well....
that and the fact we needed 4 players for a proper
game! After much confusion, contradiction, table
talk and far too much thinking for a tramping trip
(much to the entertainment of our apprentices)
we got some competitive games of 500 up and
running and continued them for the rest of the
evening.

Day 3: Studholme Saddle
Hut to Rocks Ahead Hut via
Backridge Biv.
The next morning we awoke to hard frost on the
ground, fog in the valley and a promising day
watch out! - helicopters!
ahead! We left the hut keeping low to the ground,
to avoid being decapitated by the low helicopter
blades that a DoC sign had thankfully warned us about. Once safe, we powered back up onto the Kaweka
Range and enjoyed the early morning view of the clouds pouring over the nearby mountains like water
over a massive waterfall. We walked back up to Kaweka J in the
sunshine and then started down the ridge, we passed the turnoff to
Back Ridge hut where we were to have spent the night before and
stopped by a beautiful 2 person bivouac (Back Ridge Biv) located
beside a bubbling brook in a secluded spot in the sunshine. We
eventually managed to tear ourselves away from this idyllic spot
and then headed down the ridge to Rocks Ahead hut. On arrival
we found that it overlooks a river and had the added bonus of a
rare cable car nearby which had earned several notes in the hut
book saying ‘do not play in the cable car’ from when other parties
had… and had broken it several times!
charis - “the red-coloured After our previous experience with open fires in the huts we
decided not to bother with it this time. We did however manage to
creature”
start a small fire on the table top with the help of some spilt cooker
fuel, but after we had to open the window to get rid of the smoke afterward we decided that this was not
an effective way of heating the hut!
Later that evening we realised we had not seen one of our party members for several days, but had gained a
red coloured creature in her place. We decided it was best not to worry, she would turn up eventually…

Day 4: Rocks Ahead Hut to Tira ‘The Kelvinator’ Lodge
We awoke and Rowan and I tested the 3 wire bridge extensively, and tried to convince the rest of the
party that yes... it was quite safe and even kind of fun. However in the end performing a stream crossing
and having wet feet for the rest of the day became the preferred alternative. Before we left the area we
of course had to have another look at the cable car, and, after checking for any nearby DoC rangers, SAS
troops or Ninjas we had fun flying across to the centre of the river in the cable car, checking out the view up
and down the river and then winding ourselves back along the cable with the winch. We then headed up
over the pass to Tira Lodge. After arriving at Tira Lodge we learnt its nickname; ‘The Kelvinator’! Kelvinator
is an old NZ brand of fridges and freezers… now known as Fisher & Paykel... and in the middle of winter
we decided it was a very appropriate name for this hut! Even the mountain radio operator we talked to
in Wellington had heard all about this hut! Fortunately this hut contained a proper enclosed fireplace…
which we put to good use and spent much of the evening getting as close to it as possible and enjoying
having the large hut/lodge all to ourselves.
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Day 5: Tira ‘The Kelvinator’ Lodge to Te Puia Lodge via
Mangaturutu Hut and Makino Hut
The next morning we headed off once again, aiming for Makino Hut for the night, where we had stopped
for lunch on our first day. By now the weather had closed in a bit after all the beautiful, fine sunny days
on the range but we pushed on through the drizzle, stopping for lunch beside the Makino river and even
managing to cross a three wire bridge! We headed uphill, ascending the range again to Makino Hut, and
arrived mid afternoon to find the 6 person hut occupied by 3 hunters, with all their gear... and with the
large Te Puia lodge just a few hours away down the hill and the idea of spending the entire next day in the
hut sleeping was just too tempting... so we headed off... with our torch batteries failing as we descended
off the range…. and just a couple of hours later, tired and weary we arrived at the beautiful Te Puia lodge
which seemed like a palace compared to where we had been over the last 5 days!

Day 6: Te Puia Lodge to… Te Puia Lodge
The next morning with the warmer conditions at lower altitude we discovered the long lost member of
our party had appeared from under her red balaclava, and celebrated by lazing around for the morning
playing some cards and inventing some new recipes with the leftover food before going for a wander
about an hour up the track to marinate in the Mangatainoka Hot Springs! We also admired the artwork
others had carved out of pumice while soaking in the pools and left behind to watch over us.

Day 7: Te Puia Lodge to the car.
We roused ourselves from our beds and made ready for the brutal 2 hour wander beside the stream back
to the car, and wondered what the chances were the Moonlight Tongarario Crossing (which we were
planning to go directly onto when we got out) was still on…. We arrived back at the cars and made ready
and then started the drive back to Taupo. On the way we finally got cell phone reception again, and
received the expected (from the weather forecast) news that the crossing had been called off, much to
everyone’s secret delight. So we cruised back to Taupo with the orange fuel light on and no petrol stations
in sight... and mused on how long it would take before the car would run out of petrol... but fortunately
the bright lights of Taupo eventually appeared in the distance so we stopped for some fuel for the car and
fuel for ourselves. We then decided to continue on back to Auckland, back to the welcome of hot showers,
warm beds, electricity, a two week course of antibiotics and a new appreciation of the comforts of home
that only comes from such an epic tramping trip!

kaimai plane crash
author: David Gauld
Group Members: Hazel Albertyn, Kieran Beggs, Mingyi Huang,
Gracie Xiao, David Gauld AUTC 1961-, Neil Palmer AUTC 1965-9,
Bruce Calvert, Rachel Fewster, Alex Morenko and Margarita
Morenko.
Date: 30th August
Some history: As I was heading from a Maths lecture about 1pm on Wednesday 3 July, 1963, I met a fellow
AUTCer who asked had I heard about a plane missing in the Kaimais that morning. After a bit of talk I
continued on to the noticeboard where the missing plane was the hot topic. I headed off to O’Rorke Hall
for lunch but half way there was caught up by Brian Davis, then AUTC President, asking me whether I
could be ready with pack and food for a few days by 2pm. He volunteered to talk the manager of O’Rorke
into giving me some food while I wolfed down my lunch and raced up to my room to pack. I was whisked
off to the NAC (the predecessor of Air New Zealand for domestic air services) Centre on Victoria St West
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where there were a few others who, like me, had been able to pack their bags and be ready in less than
an hour. Unfortunately there was some disorganisation so we didn’t reach Gordon, near the crash site
until it was getting dark. Too late to start searching. We were taken to a nearby school where we were all
comfortably settled in our bunks (= the floor) and asleep when the main contingent of searchers arrived
about midnight.
Next day we were split into search teams and allocated places to search. The search concentrated on the
basin of the stream to the
south of a high point called
All 23 people aboard that flight died,
Ngatamahinerua because
and it remains as New Zealand’s worst
men working in the quarry
domestic air disaster...
at Gordon had heard a
plane fly over followed
by an explosion up in the
hills at about the time the plane was thought to have gone missing. We noticed a strange object called a
helicopter being assembled as we disappeared into the cloud a hundred metres above the Hauraki Plains.
By about 1pm about 50 of us had converged on Ngatamahinerua where we heard that a wreckage had
been sighted briefly through a gap in the cloud from a plane flying out over the plains. We were told to
head north along the track to Thompsons Track then down to the plains where we were picked up and
taken back to the search headquarters.

“

Most of the searchers returned home that night but a few of us were asked to stay on to help the next day.
That night we slept more comfortably, scattered around farmhouses.
Friday morning many of us were taken up to the top of Ngatamahinerua by helicopter where the first job
was to chop down the black and white wooden structure and clear a landing place for the helicopters
(New Zealand’s entire fleet of two helicopters were by now on the job). The first people to get to the
wreckage were dropped off from the helicopters but the inspector of air accidents reckoned he was too
old for that sort of thing so three of us were given the job of cutting a track to the site. I guess it took us
about 45 minutes to do that, which raised the question in my mind why none of the 50 there the previous
day were not sent to the site then. The question became more prominent in my mind when we were asked
to do a comb search and found one survivor who had walked away from the crash but had died, probably
not long after: but what if he had managed to survive the first night in those cold wet conditions?
All 23 people aboard that flight died, and it remains as New Zealand’s worst domestic air disaster. The sight
of the burnt plane etc is forever etched in my memory.
This was the first time that helicopters were used in Search and Rescue in New Zealand. Initially they were
seen as gimmicks and nuisances but they proved their worth in ferrying people to and from the crash site
or nearby and carrying the remains of the victims out. After that no-one questioned the use of helicopters
in S&R.
You can read an immediate report on the crash in Footprints vol 20 no 3 pages 18-19 by then Club Captain
Dave Smyth. You can also read more in a book published in 2003 at the same time as plaques were unveiled
at the crash site and by the road just south of Gordon.
The tramp: We left Auckland about 8am after giving up waiting for one guy who didn’t appear and didn’t
even respond to text messages. Started tramping up Thompsons Track about 10:30 in pleasant late-winter
weather. This is a gently graded bulldozed track that winds its way up to the spine of the range. During
the 500 metres elevation gain the views out over the Hauraki Plains improve. As promised plenty of fourwheel-drives had been driving up and down the track creating the occasional mud wallow as if they were
overgrown pigs. These mud wallows sometimes caused us trouble, with one boot preferring to stay in the
mud when the owner pulled her foot out. Every so often one of the giant pigs, or their small sibling motor18

bikes, would grunt past us.
At last, after about an hour and a half, we left the mud wallows and started along a pleasant bush track.
We followed the main track south for half an hour or so before branching off along a lesser-used track that
sidles high up Ngatamahinerua. By the time we stopped for a slightly late lunch we had almost reached
the saddle which we had to cross to get to the stream in which the crash remains are found. A great view of
Tauranga Harbour and the Pacific Ocean from an open slip site. Then up to the saddle at about 800 metres
before descending to the crash site. After pushing through bush for a while you come to another slip
which you follow down quite a way before entering the bush again maybe 200 metres upstream from the
plaque. Unfortunately some bad navigation above the site of the plaque meant that we ended up on the
wrong side of the stream so had to be satisfied with a view of part of a wing of the plane down in a ravine.
A little embarrassing as I did make it to the plaque four years ago. The terrain is pretty rugged and at one
point two of the party lost their footing very close to the edge of the ravine where the remains are, one of
them stopping herself when she was closer to the 5 metre drop than was comfortable.
The return journey was the same way. By now it was late enough in the day that the motorised folk had
gone home so our return down Thompsons Track was more peaceful. The ruru started calling before we
got back in the gathering gloom ready for the drive back to Auckland, wondering whether to stop at the
hot pools in Te Aroha.
This is feasible as a day trip from Auckland. It would, of course, be better when the days are longer, but
walking down Thompsons Track in the twilight isn’t too bad as long as you have a torch and, unlike the
journey up, you are less likely to meet any of the four-wheel drives unless they have broken down.

Karangahake Gorge
Author: Jeremy Chirnside
Group Members: Craig Smith (leader), Andy Baddeley, Jeremy
Chirnside, Kat Collier, Nathan Gortersmith, Matt Molloy,
Joseph Nelson.
Date: 18th January
The morning started well with the ever present parking wardens ensuring Craig would never park in the
wrong place early on a Saturday morning again. After arriving at the Karangahake Gorge barely 100m into
the trip it became clear I was on a climbing trip cleverly disguised as a tramping trip, where upon reaching
our
first
swingbridge
We explored the cave with its rotten
Andy decided it was time
for a bridge traverse. As
wooden supports barely holding up the
Andy made it look easy
low ceiling
an unnamed member of
the party was heard to call
‘you’re soft, do it in the
middle of the bridge!’ On reaching the other side of the bridge, gold mining relics were too tempting not
to be climbed. Eventually we headed up the gorge and after a strenuous 20 minute hike up the gorge we
reached the windows and explored the old gold mining tunnels. After this we stumbled on a cave with
DOC issue ‘Do not enter’ and “Danger’ signs and a locked gate blocking the entrance, however we were
not to be defeated as the other hidden entrance was not signposted. A quick bash along an overgrown
track would take us to the other entrance, however most took the logical option of climbing straight up a
pipeline; much shorter. We explored the cave with its rotten wooden supports barely holding up the low
ceiling and discovered a ledge with a 3m drop into a pool, so the logical thing to do was to throw rocks

“
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into this pool and try and create the biggest splash. The rocks evolved into boulders until the largest one
required two people to throw it, needless to say the splash came all the way back up and got us.
The afternoon was spent
swimming, diving, more
impromptu rock climbing
out of the swimming
holes and some abseiling
out of the windows in the
mining tunnels before we
embarked on the tiring 20
minute walk back out. As
the afternoon went on we
realised we hadn’t seen
two of our party for a while
and thought we should go
looking for them, however
they turned up having
overshot the entrance to
the cave and instead taking
Matt Molloy attempting a bridge traverse
a three hour walk up the
valley. On our return we
stopped at the Paeroa Domain for fish and chips, a shopping trolley sat on top of the mound asking to
be made use of. After brave high speed circuits of the concrete paths in the park, and a small local road,
and one minor crash, the
logical solution was to
see how many people we
could fit into it; the answer
was all seven of us. Like
all trampers we like to
make use of all available
daylight and Andy set
up a slack line between
two trees, which we all
attempted to traverse.
The local youths cruising
the
park
appeared
interested and decided
to give it a go; however
based on their attempts
it was clearly not L&P in
the L&P bottle they were
swilling from. As darkness
descended on Paeroa it
was finally time to return
to Auckland.
six of us in the trolley, unfortunately andy had
to get out to take the photo
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Ruahines
Author: Peter Luk
Group Members: Rion Gulley (leader), Susannah Aitken, Grant
Bleaken, Luke Christiansen, Peter Luk, Miles Mason, Jake Nana
Date: 22nd - 25th March
There are two extremes in the tramping world. On one end of the scale is the non-stop, action-packed
tramp fuelled by energy-bars; while on the other end of the spectrum there is the sound-of-music like
frolic around the bush, frequently punctuated by little cups of tea. This tramp, right from the word ‘go’, was
just a few sunlit meadows away from the latter.
After a good drive down to Palmerston North, both our cars decided to break down about 15 min from
the start of the track. A ‘she’ll be right’ later, we were away on our grand tramp. We then met a party, at
least thrice our senior, who did exactly our four-day expedition in one single day. Our first day consisted
of several more breaks, when Eric played medic, Luke puked, and Grant ranted… about his tramping egg
tray thingy.
Day two began with Grant heading off for a morning hunt. I think we were all grateful he only put a halfarsed effort, as none of us were willing to haul a deer up above the tree line. Howlett’s is the most pimped
out hut I’ve seen so far. The hut book lived in stainless steel case moulded to the HTC emblem, and the log
book itself dated back to the 1940s. Howlett’s Hut definitely has cred.
The following dawn took place above a plain of fog, which was mirrored above with an equally flat layer
of cloud. We were perfectly sandwiched between them, witnessing the most breathtaking of sunrises. Our
tramp then dipped us into the clouds, giving the unmarked ridge walk a sleepy hollows atmosphere. The
cloud cleared as we arrived at Long View Hut, which was certainly appropriately named, particularly the
outhouse. Most of us took advantage of this far fetching facility, and some even tried to accelerate nature
by chowing down a copious amount of food.
The walk out was prolonged by Rion taking us on a detour through hidden barbed wire fences and dense
gorse. Finally the traditional ice cream wrap-up was had by the local watering hole, and was followed by
garden walnuts and a bottle of Montieths. It was a tramp full of chillaxness, but a sky dive on the way back
fixed that.

The Venerable Longview Hut
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ATC/AUTC Combined Trip
Author: Jane Dudley
Date: 25th May
Nearly 50 of us met up on the Sunday morning at the Auckland
Tramping Club garage in Kingsland on the Sunday morning of
the 25th of May. The idea was to bring together ATC (Auckland
Tramping Club) and AUTC (Auckland University Tramping
Club) through a combined day tramp.
The tramp went along part of the historic and stunning
Karangahake gorge and through the amazing ‘windows walk
way’ which goes through old mining tunnels in the Waitawheta
river. The Karangahake gorge is on the defining line between
the Coromandel ranges and the northern most part of the
Kaimais. ATC brought along their fabulous bus which made
transport arrangements a lot easier. Due to the huge size of
our group we divided up our groups and went through and
around the Karangahake gorge in a variety of ways. We had
beautiful weather and it was through a beautiful part of the
Kaimais which offers great opportunities for rock climbing
and rafting as well as tramping.
There is talk about making the combined tramp a regular
occurrence, and there was definitely scope for lots of networking between the clubs. All in all it was a great
day.

Anton’s Diary
Author: Anton Gulley
Dear Diary,
This is a novelty experience for me. I have never written in you or any of your relatives before. However
I can imagine what it would be like to be a diary. What it would be like to have gossipy scribble such as
“I think I have a crush on Sam, she is soooo hot, I love the way her lips move and I just want to kiss them”,
dribbled all over you, soaking into and tarnishing your pure white pages. People tell you stuff as though
you are their best friend. They feel as though they can tell you anything regardless of whether you want
to hear or not, for you might not even care in the slightest about romance and backstabbing. You have
probably only just met the writer. How can they call you their best friend? I promise you that I will only
tell you about tramping trips that I have done until you have gotten to know me more. This is because
everyone wants to know about tramping trips.

Mt Tama, Tongariro national park. 28th - 30th of November
Liana Middeldorp, Haden Parks, Briar Mckinlay-Sadgrove, Jane
Dudley and Anton Gulley.
Mt Tama is a mountain nestled with the Tama lakes on the southern flanks of Ngauruhoe. While this
mountain appears insignificant in comparison to the mighty white peaks of the surrounding volcanoes we
still found that it was a great weekend trip in the park out of the snow.
Late on Friday the five of us arrived at Whakapapa village and pitched our tents at the local camp ground
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for the remainder of the night. We awoke the next morning to a beautiful day yet certain members of the
group who shall remain nameless (myself ) did not get out of bed very early, meaning we did not start
tramping until 11.30. The day involved walking part of the famed northern circuit track to Waihohonu
hut. Along the way we admired scenes such as Taranaki falls, the utterly unique desert like landscape and
surrounding snow capped mountains. The sky was crystal clear and the sun was scorching hot which meant
that by the time we reached the hut
six hours later most of us where
suffering from dehydration. Near
the Waihohonu hut was the historic
Waihohonu hut which was the first
purpose built outdoors hut in New
Zealand (it was built in 1904). Along
with other interesting information
we discovered that the people of the
time had their priorities right, for the
hut contained two separate rooms,
a men’s room and a woman’s room.
The men’s room had a fireplace and
the woman’s room had a mirror.
I managed to get out of bed much
earlier the next day and we had a
much earlier start. We followed the
hut warden’s advice and headed
north along the northern circuit
Tama lakes from mt. tama
track. After climbing for an hour on
to a ridge we left the track and followed the ridges north east direction towards Mt Tama. The flanks of
Mt Tama were made up of large scree rocks; this made the ascent to the peak slightly more difficult than
what was hoped for. On the way up and at the top of Mt Tama the effects of the environment began to
show. A combination of a steep climb to the summit, two days in an oven, low humidity and lack of water
meant that some members of the group began to feel sick. After a long break and the dividing up of
some of the weight in packs, we got going again. Progress was now quite slow and stops where frequent.
We navigated our way using the map and compass between the Tama lakes and back on to the beaten
northern circuit track that we had already walked along. We finally arrived back at the car at 7.30pm for a
drive back to Auckland.
Despite the obvious problems this was an awesome trip. The scenery, company and getting away tramping
for the weekend were all amazing. Quote “Love is carrying your girl friends poo.” from Haden after he finds
himself carrying Liana’s waste product.

AUTC Christmas party, Waitakere. 6th-7th of December
I realise that there is most probably another trip report for this trip. I want to let you know that I am not
being a slacker and not going tramping this weekend and I probably did 5 or 6 hours of walking over the
duration of the trip. I also think I need to mention the fabulous drinking game Rion and I Played on the way
to the hut. We sung 99 bottles of bear on the wall and whoever made a mistake in the lyrics got to drink.
This may sound really easy but the two of us managed to get through the remaining three quarters of a
bottle of whiskey I had.

Tahurangi, Tongariro national park 12th-14th of December
Joe Nelson, Jane Dudley, Peter Luk and Anton Gulley
Tahurangi is Ruapehu’s highest peak at 2797m making it the highest point in the North Island. For me this
was a case of third time lucky as my previous two attempts had been halted by strong winds. For others
this was a chance to climb it while there was snow on it. Whatever the reason a trip up Tahurangi is an
achievement one should be proud of.
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We drove in to Whakapapa village late on Friday night and camped at the same campground I had used
for the Mt Tama trip. The following morning we drove up the mountain to Iwikau village and started our
attempt. We found the rocky walk up to the
New Zealand alpine Club hut relatively easy
going. It was well into summer and the
snow line was at the same level as the hut,
around 2000m altitude. The major difficulty
was avoiding the snow, which was only in
the valleys, as people falling through snow
that had been undercut by streams is not
uncommon this time of the year. By the time
we reached the hut, cloud had set in. At the
hut we had lunch, packed and continued to
climb up the mountain. After only half an
hour we decided that it was too late in the
day and we spent the remainder of the light
practicing self arrest and playing with ropes
and snow anchors.
At 4 am the following morning the area
tahurangi and the crater lake
was enchanted. A full moon illuminated
the pure white of the mountain. The stars
shone brilliantly from the heavens, completely unhindered by clouds. In all it was definitely worth doing
an alpine start and getting up at 4 in the morning. We decided to walk up the far west T- bar then up the
Whakapapa glacier. Peter decided that he would race the clouds, that were approaching from the north,
up the mountain as motivation. Peter won the race up to the Crater Lake and foolishly announced that
the clouds were scared. Little did he know that it was actually a southerly and within an hour clouds had
settled in from the south. We followed the west ridge to the summit of Tahurangi sidling low to avoid a
small ice cliff. We followed our tracks on the way down with the aid of a map and compass because of the
poor visibility.

Field hut, Tararua Forest Park 20th - 21st of December
Jane Dudley and Anton Gulley
Field Hut was one of the first purpose built tramping huts in the country and is the oldest surviving
recreational hut in the Tararua Ranges. It was built in 1924 by Tararua Tramping Club. The Hut itself is in
very nice condition with a fire place, plenty of room and two floors of bunks.
The two of us drove up from Wellington in torrential rain. After sitting in the car for a while not wanting
to get out we decided to brave the weather. On the way up we observed dirty swollen streams from
farm lands flowing into much cleaner swollen rivers from the Tararuas. I had never been tramping in the
Tararuas before and they had a new set of sights, sounds and smells but in general reminded me of the
Kaimai range much further north. After 3 hours in the elements we arrived at the hut with no intentions
of going any further. We where delighted by the large wood supply and quickly set about making a fire to
warm up. I was pleased that we had such a nice hut to shelter in. The following day brought no change in
weather and after sleeping in we decided against climbing up to the tops and walked back down to the
car.
I imagine that in nice weather the views would have been amazing and what was already a great tramp
would have been much better.

Mt Kapakapanui, Tararua Forest Park 22nd of December
Anton Gulley
Mt Kapakapanui is a mountain off the main Tararua divide and therefore holds breathtaking views of the
western side of the southern North Island and the main Tararua range.
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After two days of rain on the Field hut trip the next day proved to be a stunner. I decided to head out
from Wellington to climb Mt Kapakapanui. The track followed a stream before steeply climbing up on to
a ridge. After only half an hour of climbing I had managed to drink my litre of water and realised that I
was, for the second time this summer, getting dehydrated. I was somewhat relived when the track hit the
ridge and flattened out a little. After a couple of hours I reached the hut and filled and drained my bottle
several times. I then completed a short walk to the summit. From the summit the views were as good as
the tramping guide said. I could see all the way up and down the Tararuas, Mt Taranaki, Kapiti Island and
even the Marlborough sounds in the South Island. Apparently you can also see Mt Ruapehu but there was
a very small amount of cloud approaching from the north that blotted my view. Fearing the sun I quickly
headed back down the mountain and had a quick swim in the river at the bottom to cool off.

Taitomo Island, Piha Beach 27th of December
Again I just want to point out that even though I did not have a formal tramping trip I was not being lazy
this weekend. Taitomo Island is a short climb 5 minutes round the rocks south of Piha and can be walked
to at low tide. The views of the volcanic coast and the sun beginning to set over the sea are breathtaking
from a cliff on the island some 80 meters above the sea.

Ti Point
Author: jane dudley
Group Members: Anton Gulley, Rowan Brooks, Jane Dudley and
Sebastian
We (Anton, Rowan and Jane) arrive at the Ti point car park at 3 million O’clock on a Monday morning (it
was the mid-semester break). The weather is disgusting and it is pouring with rain. We ring Josh (AURAC
trips officer and organiser of Ti point trip) to ask where his carload of people are. They are up at Leigh,
so we decide to drive up to
find them.
I run past the startled TV1 news

“

presenters in my Borat suit

When we get there the
weather is even more
disgusting, drizzly rain,
pounding surf and grey,
angry looking skies. We congregate with Josh’s group and discuss the disgusting weather with them.
Apparently there are huge waves blocking access to the rocks at Ti point and we cannot reach them, and
even if we can the rock is wet, making it slippery and dangerous for climbing. Josh’s group makes the
sensible decision to turn back to Auckland.
Our group is not so sensible, being comprised of the founding members of the ‘AUTC Hardcore’ group
which we created 3 days before. We also recruit Sebastian to our ranks of insensibility. Instead of returning
to Auckland we decide to go for a tramping trip in the rain. We head off in the rain to visit Anton’s friends
bach which is charmingly situated near the top of a cliff with a panoramic view of the sea. Unfortunately
we have no way of getting in, so instead of visiting the bach, we decide to head off down a cliff/slippery
grass slope. At the bottom we walk along the beach until we get to a ‘bouldering opportunity’ where we
head back up the cliff. The rock isn’t very good for climbing on so we head back down the cliff again.
When we manage to scramble back down, and head back around the beach. At this point we decide that
the rain/wind and freezing weather would make excellent conditions for a swim. We all decide to get in,
some in togs, some in underwear, and free spirited Anton has sensed another opportunity to get naked in
public so decides to rip his clothes off and traumatise all the fish in the marine reserve.
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When we get back to shore the Borat suit has been brought out and for some reason Anton is wearing it.
We head back to the car in the driving wind and rain and find some packaged food washed up amongst
another debris, including two dead gannets. The food (‘Mickey mouse’ biscuits and other random biscuits of
indeterminate flavour-all the writing was in Mandarin) is found to be packaged, so is promptly determined
to be edible and is scavenged by the AUTC hardcorers. We get back to the car and start eating the random
biscuits that the sea has gifted us.
We decide that we need more food so we try to head over to the Leigh sawmill café, which is shut, then
we go to the Leigh general store. The boys gingerly flirt with the elderly shopkeeper and she gives us all
larger scoops of ice cream. Anton decides that this is a great victory for all men, and declares that men
should all go around ‘wearing speedos and chatting up female bouncers to cut queues at clubs’. I dare
Anton to get into the Borat suit and ask the shop keeper for her number, we hide in the car and peer out
of the windows as Anton disappears into the shop in his fluorescent green lycra thong. However the shop
keeper was inexplicably angry when he went in (maybe she was feeling used), so he decides not to ask for
her number.
After our luncheon of ice creams we decide to brave the weather and head on over to Ti point, where we
pause in the warmth of the car and peer out at the rainy weather, lashing at the sides of the car. We decide
to head out into the rain and scramble out towards the crag at the end of Ti point. The waves are crashing in,
so we can’t get out to the main part of the crag. Instead we start to boulder on the wet rock. Since we have
no rope, we decide to fashion one ourselves out of flax from a nearby plant. Then we take lots of photos of
ourselves (pretend) climbing with our fabulous flax rope in order to later enrage the safety officer.
Then we head back to Auckland, where we pass the TV1 news van on the way home. Someone persuades
me to wear the Borat suit, and I run past the startled TV1 news presenters in my Borat suit.

Waitomo Caving
Author: Wasan Forsyth
Group Members: Rion Gulley, Anton Gulley, Anthea Hill, Harry
Aitken, Ed Sheppard, Jane Dudley, Sebastian, Wasan Forsyth,
Miles Mason, Charis Wong, Nadine Dertmann
So I got to the break
between semesters one
chimneying to my untrained eye seemed
and two of my first year at
to involve wedging multiple butt-cheek/
uni and felt like I needed
neck/head/shoulder/hand/foot/thigh
a break, and then I got
against the walls...
this email telling me that
there was a caving trip
on just before the start of
second semester. I thought: why not give that a go? So I got up hellishly early one day and found myself
missioning on down to Waitomo to find my inner caveman.

“

We arrived at about 9 am at the Auckland Speleological Society Hut where we were to leave our stuff and
everything while we were in the caves. We had some perishables with us for dinner that evening: milk
and meat mainly so we thought we’d pop them in the fridge. This idea was sorely tested when we opened
up the fridge and found that it contained a decaying pack of old chicken and had fridge drawers which
were generously coated with speckles of black and green mould with the consistency of bird poo. Some
of it had somehow migrated to the roof of the fridge as well, and the smell was just inhuman. Being big,
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mature, uni students though, we had it cleaned in not too long and then split into two groups to go to the
caves.
The group I was in went to a cave called Gardner’s
Gut (Ed - specifically Zweihohlen), which Rion
mentioned on the drive down from Auckland
was the “Sacrificial Cave”. For a few minutes
I thought I had given up the last weekend of
my holiday only to have a crazy Gulley boy tear
my heart from my chest miles underground
and consume it while it was still beating, but
then he explained that it was sacrificial in the
sense that a lot of amateur cavers when into it
on a regular basis for their first experience and
so some of the features had lost some of their
lustre by being exposed to sillies like me.
The actual caving was awesome. It was a lot
more… up and down than I thought it would
be in the sense that I always imagined that a
cave was sort of created with a nice level floor.
However, Gardner’s Gut had a two metre chuteMuddy sexual relations
like descent called, if my memory is correct, “the
butt-crack”. Once you’d navigated this the rest
of the day was spent splashing about in an underground stream bed, but once again this was still pretty
up and down, with one step being ankle deep and then your next step sucking you in up to your thigh.
Some of the more experienced guys would overcome this sudden submersion problem via bridging or
chimneying. Bridging and chimneying to my
untrained eye seemed to involve wedging multiple
butt-cheek/neck/head/shoulder/hand/foot/thigh
against the walls of a narrow passage to avoid
falling. The wedgee can then move one appendage
while keeping three stationary and move their way
along the cave.
Gardner’s Gut had alternating dry and wet sections,
with lots of stalactites that just blow the ones
shown to you briefly in a tourist cave experience
away. Some sections had silent rooms where there
were literally hundreds of the suckers reaching
down from the ceiling like someone had taken
the bat cave and elongated the bats hanging from
the ceiling until they became brittle, irregular, thin
extensions of what seemed like spider silk but on
second inspection turned out to be rock. As well
as the stalactites, a highlight was the aptly named
“Organ Grinder”: a section of the cave where there
was a very narrow passageway through the rocks
leading from the main passage into a little room. To
get from A to B, you needed to squidge and contort
your body; at some times needing to take off your
helmet and push it ahead of you because there

Beautiful Stalactites
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is not enough room for both the helmet and your
head.
The second day I was in an all male group and we
went and tackled a cave system called Luckie Strike
head on. My recollection is that Luckie Strike was
basically the wet sections of Gardner’s Gut to the nth
degree. There was a lot more climbing, moderate
amounts of hair-raising (for me anyway), and a lot of
wet. There were waterfalls. With ropes. To get down
the waterfall, you used the rope to brace yourself
against the water pouring down and then scrabbled
with your feet ‘til you found something that wasn’t
wet. We probably ended up going about one and
half hours into lucky strike, about half of which it
seemed to me was comprised of chimneying and
bridging, spidering your way above a particularly fast
moving section of water or ascending over giant rock
falls and following the water gradually downward
into the darkness. The dry bag turned out to be not
so dry and so the scroggin on this second day was
decidedly damp, but the experience was just damn
exciting. Anton told us to watch out for a sump: a
patch of water which appears to be still as the stream
at this point plunges into an underground system. In
response to the question: “What happens if you don’t
spot the sump?” he replied “you involuntarily go cave
diving.” and I looked at every patch of still water with
mild paranoia for the hour or so following.

Bivouac Outdoor is a 100% New Zealand owned company
with a business model that gives the flexibility and scale
to provide you with the best outdoor clothing and
equipment available in the world today. “Committed to
adventure” is not a throw-away line, it’s a mission
statement that we’ll bring you the best of the best.

Top performers that won’t let you down
With each of our stores stocking over 7500 products from 150
different suppliers, we are able to offer the best performers in each
category. We present cutting edge technology from leading
international manufacturers such as Arc’teryx, Berghaus, Black
Diamond, Exped, Osprey, Outdoor Research and The North Face.
Every item has undergone a selection process during which the
product has proven itself to be a top contender in its category.

Berghaus Verden60

Exped Sparrow Sleeping Bag

So yeah. The Caving Experience according to a first
timer:
Exped Sirius Extreme Tent
1.
There is always a stream, and you are generally
walking through it.
2.
The light attached to your head is not awfully
Montrail Blue Ridge Boot
big, so you end up moving your head in vague circle
patterns to get a clear picture of the cave.
shop online www.bivouac.co.nz
3.
Depending on the cave, there may be a fair
QUEEN STREET NEWMARKET SYLVIA PARK TAURANGA HAMILTON PALMERSTON NORTH
amount of climbing involved, although the climbing
WELLINGTON CHRISTCHURCH DUNEDIN
purists assured me that it was nothing like actual
formal climbing because in a cave you just wedge
yourself against the walls like a 5 year old climbing up a door frame as opposed to gripping the rock face
like a limpet for open air climbing (the limpet simile is probably totally off target- I’m not a climber).
4.
The atmosphere down there is great especially when you have a naturally sculpted, all purpose,
acoustically boosting sound chamber which causes the voices of the Gulley brothers and Harry to echo as
they let rip with their classic number “Bestiality’s Great Mate, Bestiality’s Great (Fuck a Wallaby)”.
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snowy
adventures

“Sunbathing On Snow” by Rion Gulley, 4th in the ‘most hilarious photo’ section of the
photo competition - It was the perfect opportunity to get a tan

Avalanche Awareness and
other climbing
Author: Jane Dudley.
Attendees: Anton Gulley, Rion Gulley, Miles Mason, Rowan
Brooks, Jane Dudley, Monka-boon
Date:30th August - 2nd September
It was the intersemester break, and we had
decided to take a few days out to have some
alpine adventures. First of these was an avalanche
awareness course that Anton had planned to
increase our alpine safety levels. I arrived at the
Gulley household on the Saturday for some
packing and we headed off down towards the
mountain. The car was extremely full as the photo
on the left shows.
We had a couple of hours of the avalanche
awareness course waiting for us when we got to
the mountain that night. We met our instructor,
Peter, a member of Tamaranui Mountain Safety
Council. Peter showed us photos of various types
of avalanches collapsing, including a massive one
Jane, Monka-Boon and our pile of gear
that went off close to Turoa ski field on Ruapehu.
After the talk on avalanches we headed down to the pub to watch the rugby. Not being that interested
in Rugby myself, I amused myself by watching the other people (mainly skiers) in the tavern. After a few
beers we decided that we were suitably prepared to decide where to sleep for the night. Our original
plan had been the ‘homeless shelter’ in the Iwakau village. After eating dinner there, huddled in the dark
and the cold, we thought that we might check out the other homeless shelter at the top of the Bruce.
Anyway, first off we had a party to go to, so we headed up
to the top of the Bruce and met up with Owen and Charis
and proceeded to invade the UASC lodge where we played
lots of drinking games and participated in boat races with
the ski club. Then we stumbled off to the Top o’ the Bruce
homeless shelter, protected by our beer blankets. Charis
and later, Owen joined our merry party. Owen arrived a bit
later than the rest of us, and Rowan was waiting for him in
the Borat suit as he came in. Rowan got kicked out fairly
quickly. I spent the night cuddled up with Monka-boon.
Continued on Page 35
The next morning (well, it seemed about 5 minutes
later…) we rose at 5am and got sorted for the avalanche
awareness course. We met Peter at 8:00am and set off on
our avalanche awareness course. First off was testing our
transceivers and their signals. Then we had a go at burying
them in the snow and then digging them up again. It was
around this point that the dreaded Borat suit was dug out
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Rowan on Whakapapa Glacier

Photo Comp
The Inaugural AUTC Photographic Competition
sponsored by Bivouac Outdoor
Most Scenic
Photo
LEFT: “Haven” by
Miles Mason - 2nd.
A study of the
warmth emanating
from a full hut.
BELOW: “Backlit
on Ngaruahoe”
by Craig Smith
- 3rd. Taken on
the
attempted
moonlightcrossing
which
turned
into a beautiful
morning
light
crossing in the
snow 14 September
2008

Most Scenic Photo
OPPOSITE PAGE ABOVE: “Rain, light and shadow” by Aidan Thorp - 4th. An elemental evening
atop Castle Rock on the Coromandel Peninsula. Autumn showers kept rolling in and eventually
enveloped the volcanic spires, OPPOSITE PAGE BELOW: “Sunset from the Pinnacles” by Craig
Smith - 6th. Alpine Ropes Course run by Glenn Pennycook. 20 September 2008 on Mt Ruapehu.
Sunset from the Pinnacles on Mt Ruapehu while practicing pitching, ABOVE: “The Emerald Lakes”
by Stefan Forschelen - 9th. Taken on the Tongariro Alpine Crossing, BELOW LEFT: “Firey, Leggy,
Silhouette” by Peter Luk - 10th. Which one’s hotter? BELOW RIGHT: Foggy, “not foggy, foggy,
not foggy” by Stefan Forschelen - 7th. Taken on the Tongariro Alpine Crossing.
IMAGES NOT SUPPLIED TO FOOTPRINTS: “Waitakere Ranges and Tasman Sea” by Andreas Pietig - 5th.
Karekare Beach seen from Mercer Bay Loop Walk.
“Shelter Rock” by Jeremy Chirnside - 8th. Late evening sun at Shelter Rock Hut, Rees-Dart.

Most Hilarious Photo
ABOVE LEFT: “Cricket at delta Bowl” by Rion Gulley - 2nd. All good mountaineers know to carry
a cricket set and gear, plus armour, and suits... right? ABOVE RIGHT: “Triumphant war hero” by
Andrew Baddeley - 5th. BELOW LEFT: “Hm..Blood and Snow” by Craig Smith - 10th. Taken on 30 August
2008 on Mt Ruapehu after some self arrest practice in shorts! BELOW RIGHT: “Crevasse Rescue
Superman” by Craig Smith - 6th. Taken on Advanced Snowschool, 5 July 2008. Situation was Crevasse
Rescue Practise inside the NZAC hut on Mt Ruapehu. Tommy is practising his ‘superman’ moves with
Miles attempting a rescue (although he may be a lost cause!) BOTTOM RIGHT: “Private Property“ by
Marco Massari - 7th. While tramping in the Drakensberg we came along a trail down the mountain
to a private reserve, obviously they really don’t like people.
IMAGES NOT SUPPLIED TO FOOTPRINTS: “Worn Out Shoes” by Andreas Pietig - 8th. From Mr.
Bojangles, Heaphy Track

Anton, Jane, Rion, rowan and Miles descending from an unsuccessful attempt on Tahurangi
for those who did ‘silly things’. It can be quite hard to do this as quickly as an avalanche victim would
require I found. After lunch we had a go at using avalanche probes and digging out avalanche victims. We
were divided into two groups, and we told that we had to save Owen, who wasn’t there. I don’t think I was
a very effective digger, but Rion kept spurring us on by shouting ‘WE HAVE TO SAVE OWEN!!!!!!!!’ In the end
‘Owen’ was only reached in time by one of our groups, so I guess we need a bit more practise digging out
‘avalanche victims’. We also learnt about terrain traps and how to try and avoid them. Later Peter gave us a
brief indication of what we would learn in a more advanced course, using a kit for analysing snow crystals
and he showed us how to sample wedges of snow to test how stable it is.
After the course, Peter gave us each a certificate of attendance. I highly recommend an avalanche awareness
course to anyone who is roaming around in the back country. Avalanches are extremely dangerous, and
the accessible and familiar nature of mountains like Ruapehu can make the risks seem more distant than
they really are.
Then we headed up to the NZAC hut just as the sun was setting. That evening, we decided that the next
day we would head up to climb Tahurangi, the highest peak on Ruapehu. The route was planned, as well as
the other things we would do when we were up there. Rion: ‘I’m going to out fart the crater lake’. Anton: ‘I
think we should bring shovels to the top of Ruapehu to lower the level of the summit and annoy everyone
else that comes along’. The next day we got up and headed up the Whakapapa glacier to the crater lake. We
decided to climb up the west ridge towards Tahurangi. The weather was beautifully clear and sunny. When
we got to the second highest point on the summit ridge, Te Ataahua we were being buffeted by strong
winds, so we decided that we had to turn back. We climbed back along the ridge and headed down to the
NZAC hut again.
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The next day we all played around in the snow in various ways. Owen and Miles climbed up the grand
pinnacle. Anton and then Rion went skiing. Charis, Rowan, Rion (for the first bit) and I started to construct
an igloo outside. In the end we never quite finished our igloo, and packed up and then headed down to
towards the car park. On the way back, Rowan and I decided to do a quick bit of climbing on the icy patch
below Delta Café. We decided not to get too high up, and clambered around for a bit and then headed
back down to the cars and drove home. It was a great trip and Anton did a wonderful job of organising it.

Summit Luncheon
Author: Anton Gulley
Once upon a time in a land far far away their lived a beautiful snow princess. Many brave men had sought
her love but none prevailed. One day The King Of The Mountains decided that he was developing a large
stomach ulcer because his daughter, the snow princess, was not getting married. He decided that there
should be a tournament at the summit of Mt Ruapehu and it be known as “Summit luncheon 2008”. The
king issued invitations far and wide for many a brave man to compete at the tournament. However due to
work and study commitments only three could turn up; a medieval warrior, Shane Warne and Jacky Chan.
After a week or two of intense preparation and anticipation the weekend finally arrived. The bridal party
and bachelors consisted of Rion Gulley (Shane
Warne), Logan Wait (medieval warrior), Jane Dudley
(princess), Anton Gulley (Bridal party), Rowan Brooks
(Priest), Thomas Goodman (Bridal party), Owen Lee
(Jacky Chan), Craig Smith (bridal party), Monka- Boon
(monkey), Kylie Brewer (photographer) and Tessie
Chen (bridal party).
No sooner had they arrived at the mountain when
the competition started heating up.
“I am going to win!” exclaimed Logan. “I am so
strong that I can drag my suit of armour up to the
New Zealand Alpine Club hut and a barbeque for the
wedding after”.
“It is not the strongest man but the fastest man that
will win” replied Owen. “I am going to climb to the
New Zealand alpine club hut first”
“Well” said Rion. “I am going to climb to NZAC hut
with Owen then come back and help you bring the
suit of armour and barbeque up to the hut”.
By about 11 that night they were all tucked away
in bed awaiting the famous summit luncheon the
following day.

How can mere words describe this?

Also that afternoon the king’s stomach ulcer worsened, it became so bad that he could not finish his
favourite cheese, peanut butter, nutella and salami crackers. The king loved these crackers so much that he
went to the hospital to get them injected in to his blood stream. After the procedure he went to his friend,
The Weather King’s house for their weekly game of badminton. Upon finding out what The Mountain King
had just done The Weather King lost his temper.
“YOU’RE INJECTING CRACKERS IN TO YOUR BLOOD STREAM?? YOU MUST BE CRACKERS YOURSELF. WHAT
A WASTE OF TAX PAYER’S MONEY”. He screamed.
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He was so furious that he sent a howling wind to disrupt the tournament.
Battle faces were on the next morning at the NZAC hut. Shane Warne practiced his front foot defence, the
medieval warrior shined his sword and of course Jacky Chan was born ready so he decided to go for a ski.
After a strenuous application of gear the competitors and bridal party were ready to climb to the summit.
It soon became apparent that the strong wind was no place for a princess and it was decided that the
summit luncheon would be held in a sheltered area just below the hut.
Yells of “howzat” and “got’em” flooded the atmosphere as the tournament kicked off with a game of cricket.
Fighting with swords and bats then followed.
Shane Warne sidestepped a deft blow from the medieval warrior and slammed his bat against the
armour. This gave a “ding” but had no other effect. The medieval warrior swung his broad sword again,
smashing it against the bat of Shane Warne. “Craack” went Shane Warne’s bat. The medieval warrior was
just steeping in for the final blow when a loud
“brrrrrr” disrupted the fight. A snow plough
was ploughing towards them. The medieval
warrior mounted a challenge to gallantly save
the beautiful princess from the evil machine
but it soon became apparent he was no match
for that giant scoop. The snow plough driver
then laughed and kept on ploughing snow.
Time was getting on and it was time for the
snow princess to make her choice.
The princess thought to herself. “I can’t marry
Shane because he will always be too worn
out from texting.” “But I can’t marry Logan
because I will always be waiting for him.”
Then she thought about Owen Lee/Jacky
Chan. She thought so long and hard that she
realised she needed to have a quick sunbathe
to help relax her mind. While sunbathing she
realised that she could not make a ridiculous
pun out of any of Owen’s names so there was
no way she could marry him. She wished
Miles Mason was here but of course she knew
that he was miles away. She decided that she
would marry Monka-Boon instead because
he was really good in bed.
From left: Jane Dudley (bride), Rowan Brooks
(priest), Monka Boon (Groom), Logan ... (Altar) Sausages where cooked and champagne
uncorked as the wedding ceremony lasted a
long 15min in to the afternoon. The newlywed couple then drove back to wellington for their honeymoon.
Now that the princess was married the king’s stomach ulcer disappeared and they lived happily ever
after.
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Ruapehu Snow Caving
Tongariro National Park
Author: Kat Collier
Party: Craig Smith, David Baddeley, Charis Wong, Kathleen
Collier
Date: 29th -31st August
The 29th of August was approaching fast, and with
it loomed the approaching deadline for a massive
biodiversity assignment. Needless to say, some form
of light relief was needed, but how was this miracle to
be accomplished?
As is so often the case, Craig provided a solution,
promising an action-packed weekend of snow caving
on Ruapehu, and the prospect of punting on Crater
Lake. There was a glorious forecast for the weekend,
and a good 50% of the club appeared to be heading
for the slopes. After the standard hour or so of
screwing around in Auckland picking up various items
of essential equipment, David and I set out to pick up
the others from Craig’s work, where he appears to
live. Charis’s mum was persuaded, not without some
trepidation, to release her into our tender custody,
and we were on our way, with only one minor detour
to Pukekohe in order to pick up an inflatable boat
from my parents (more of this anon...). We arrived at
Whakapapa in the small hours, and toddled off for a
quick snooze in the information shelter.
Sustained by the liberal consumption of raspberry
liquorice, we got on the road early, and by the time
we reached the car park it was already hot enough for
The builders at work
three of us to change into shorts. The one exception is,
of course, Charis, who remained firmly bundled in about twelve layers of clothing for the entire trip. Being
the conscientious people we are, we decided to do a bit of self-arresting practise before beginning the
ascent. On very rough ice. Whilst wearing shorts. Very foolishly, yours truly elected to go first. With what
I have heard termed ‘gay abandon’, I threw myself over the edge, slid for several metres, and executed an
(almost) textbook example of a self-arrest. As I stood up, feeling rather proud of myself, I became aware of
a fetching crimson pattern in the snow, and, almost simultaneously, of a slight numb, prickling sensation.
With my usual skill and panache, I had succeeded in removing all the skin from both knees. Bugger.
The other three continued with self-arrests for awhile, but my own enthusiasm for them was considerably
dulled, so we headed onwards and upwards. After a brief lunch at NZAC hut we carried on up past the ski
fields under a blazingly cloudless sky with a gorgeous view of Taranaki off to our right. We reached the
plateau around five, by which time the evening was closing in a little, and set about creating somewhere
to sleep for the night. We admired the architecture of several local snow caves before we settled on a spot
for our own and commenced digging. It was a new experience for Charis and me, and proved to be bloody
hard work, but a lot of fun. By the time Dave retreated to one of the neighbouring caves to brew hot soup,
we’d managed quite a respectable little hole in the side of the slope.
After half an hour or so, we had begun to wonder why Dave hadn’t returned, so we went in search of
him, and found him comfortably ensconced in a snow cave several times larger than the average student
bedroom. We sat and drank hot soup and complimented the unknown architects on their engineering (if
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that’s not a contradiction in terms). After an hour or so had passed, no one really had the desire to venture
out into the wind again, so we made ourselves comfortable where we were and started on a second round
of soup. After a while there was a knock on the wall, and we acquired a trio of fellow squatters from Vic
University who had been attempting to pitch tents, but had, like us, come to the conclusion that it would
be a shame to let such a good cave go to waste.
Whilst Dave cooked vindaloo curry and Craig administered first aid to the wounded (me), Charis and I
shivered and agonised about going outside into the cold for a pee. We even stuck our noses out once or
twice, but quickly decided that full bladders are vastly underrated when compared to frozen extremities.
The curry was ridiculously, eye-wateringly hot, but very, very welcome. Even with seven of us in there,
the cave was only just above freezing, so we snuggled into our sleeping bags and told filthy jokes till
bedtime.
Sunday morning dawned crisp and clear and golden. I don’t think anyone can fully appreciate the beauty of
a sunrise till they’ve seen one from the inside of a snow cave. The roof over your head glows blue as the sun
shines through the ice, and through the doorway you can see beams of light glancing off the untouched
snow. Sitting outside our cave and watching the sun over Cathedral rocks, we enjoyed a leisurely breakfast
of steaming porridge, washed down with Raro slushies, dubbed ‘Charis’s yellow snow’ by someone with
rather questionable taste.
It transpired that the previous night’s beef vindaloo had not at all agreed with David’s inner workings, so
he elected to head back early to NZAC hut and the comfort of a proper toilet whilst the rest of us made
the trip to Crater Lake. It was a nice easy walk up from the plateau, and we took the minimum of gear, so
made good time. We spent a while investigating the Dome shelter, then went on down to the Lake and
acted touristy, taking heaps of photos and sightseeing. The initial plan had been to brave the acid and take
the inflatable boat out onto the lake, but there was a considerable drop down to it which complicated
the matter somewhat. We could see how to get in, but probably not how to get out. In lieu of punting, we
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decided to use to boat as a sledge, so
blew it up on the ridge above the
plateau. With a foot-pump. Yes, we
did think of everything! Though we
may have just slightly underestimated
how long it would take! Craig and
I then proceeded to enjoy a couple
of wild, madcap slides down the
mountain into the Summit Plateau,
though nothing would induce Charis
to set a foot in the boat. Eventually,
we reluctantly remembered that we’d
agreed to meet Dave at 12.00, so we
packed up and headed down.
By now, the sunshine was brilliant,
and the snow was swiftly turning to
slush. This made the downwards trip
slightly hazardous, and Charis had the
Oh Yes, Alpine Dancing
opportunity to demonstrate a perfect
self-arrest when a foothold gave way underneath her. We did a bit of ice climbing on the rock up to NZAC
hut, though it was really a bit soft, and were back in time to meet Dave by 1.00 or so. Here, we paused for
lunch, and to examine the damage done by ice and concentrated sunlight. We were all a fetching shade of
scarlet, and Charis had a pair of perfect panda eyes, much to her chagrin. My knees were throbbing, and
oozing unpleasantly now that the warmer temperatures had allowed them to thaw a little, and I was more
than a little unwilling to walk all the way back down the mountain. Eventualy, however, we set off again,
leaving Charis to the tender care of Owen, who was going to teach her to ski.
Being an essentially lazy bunch, we took the chair lifts back down, and were off the mountain in time for a
late-afternoon snack in Turangi. Then it was back to civilisation to enjoy a couple of weeks of sunburn and
attempting to walk without bending at the knees. Good times.

SnowSkool II
Memoirs of a Virgin Snow-schooler
Author: Kat Collier
Instructors: Owen Lee , Joe Nelson, Øyvind Haug
Participants: Brian, Lucas, Andrew, Natalie, Rowan Brooks,
Michael Moon, Aidan, Kat Collier.
(Ed: Apologies to those whose last names I didn’t know, I still love you)

Day One:
- Long, tedious, four hour drive. At night. With no access to chocolate, really bad coffee, and bloody hip
hop on the radio.
- Arrival. Immediate impression of immense cold. Chased some random drunk people away from hut by
simple expedient of driving van at them.
- Chocolate break numero uno. Camped for the night in the information shelter. Left a little to be desired
as a temporary residence, in that it had doorways without doors, and walls that ended two feet below the
roof. (Ed - Beggars can’t be choosers Kat :p)
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Day Two:
- Fall #1. Who was the smart shit who parked the van right next to the ice slick? Drove up mountain. Nice
view. Very sunny, picturesque, etc. Fucked around throwing snow at each other as a way of getting to know
the German/American exchange students whilst waiting for chains to be fitted.
- General readying of crap. Begun hike up mountain. Definitely not fit enough for this sort of shit.
Chocolate break #2. Falls #2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Leisurely lunch followed by practise walking up and down
slopes in crampons, cutting steps, using ice axes etc. Eventual arrival at hut marked by thankful groans and
examination of bruises aquired. More practise.
- Burritos and slideshow of Øyvind’s photos so far. Jelly. Mmm.... Jelly. Reading matter in hut consists of old
copies of ‘Footprints’, which were devoured with delight in order to point out previous club glories, and the
1971 AUTC songbook (not so joyfully received). We went to bed with Owen’s dire warnings of 7am starts
ringing in our ears.

Day Three:
- Owen’s 7am starts much approved by all. Eventually extricated self from sleeping bag approximately
8.45. Leisurely breakfast. No one had much desire to venture outside as the weather had turned sour on us.
Lots of snow, rain, sleet, icy wind etc.
- Mounted traditional assault on plateau in despite of elements. Hah! We are tough, impervious trampers,
and will not be daunted!
- Slightly daunted. Snow, ice, rain. Falls # 7 - 24. Discover anew the difference between ‘waterproof’ and
‘water resistant’.
- Reached second ridge from hut. Emergency shelters unpacked. Huddled together under yards of billowing
fabric cleverly positioned on slope with 45 degree angle. Comparisons made with primary school games of
parachute. Attempts to wring out sodden gloves, beanies etc created nice pool of water to sit in.
- Forced to abandon assault by depletion of chocolate rations, and after truth or dare questions became a
little too personal for comfort.
- Followed ridge back down. Then another ridge. Then two more. Owen’s navigation skills called into
question. Climbed back up and around, skirting likely avalanche area with gay abandon. Lost count of falls
after Joe had hauled me out of 30th-odd sinkhole.
- Hut sighted in distance!! Triumphant return somewhat marred by realisation that Owen planned to go
back out after lunch.
- Hot soup is God. Chocolate supplies replenished. Long lecture about things not to do in snow, and
particular warning against ‘stupid university stunts’. Not quite sure why. Owen demonstrated proper
technique for achieving multiple chocolate orgasm. He personally consumed 8 Tim tams and 3 cups of
milo over a 10 minute period.
- Self-arresting practise. Or, to put it in more general terms, lots of sliding down ice chutes on belly/ backside/
head. Some truly spectacular somersaults ensued, esp. from crazy American Andy. Finally piled up in a long
line holding onto each other and slid down in trains. Shrieking, chaos, clashing helmets, tangles of limbs,
screams of laughter/agony. Repeated procedure twice, then backwards.
- Grateful return to warmth and consumption of spag. bol. A game of Kings and Arseholes begun, with the
understanding that anyone who was Arsehole in 3 consecutive rounds would create a naked snow angel.
Aidan victorious in every hand. Mooney eventually achieved target of 3 straight losses, but attempted
to weasel his way out of snow angel on the grounds that he’d get cold. Recalled Owen’s lecture on “silly
university stunts”. Penalty eventually performed took the form of a barefoot lap of the hut.
- Party initiated by someone who should have had more sense. Owen and I attempted to make mulled
wine. In the absence of proper ingfreedients, we concocted a fiendishly difficult secret recipie, the details
of which shall remain shrouded in mystery, though I can confirm that it relied heavily on mandarin peel,
Chai tea bags, and raisins picked out of Rowan’s scroggin. Attempts made to capture 4-tier 11-person
pyramids on film. Several variations developed, including “riding style”, “saftey first”, and “ice axe between
the teeth”. Phone book game begun. Brian and Andrew truly terrible. Broom tricks very much in evidence.
Mad Norweigan devised a new game involving passing ice axe from person to person using only toes.
Table traverses attempted. (Owen, Mooney, Joe and Øyvind victorious. Aidan gained extra marks for best
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facials). Body traverses attempted. (Owen and Aidan). Phone book game eventually abandoned at 13
1/2 books, with two pairs still in the running (Owen and Natalie; Lucas and me). From hereon, evening
degenerated as red wine was broached an Aidan brought out the scrumpy. The previously rejected AUTC
songbook became a treasured companion, and much out of tune singing ensued. Paritcular favourites
were the Beatles, many variations on the national anthem, Teddy bears’ picnic, and the Unicorn song. Joe
and Mooney washed all dishes in attempt to avoid joining the choir. Revelry continued....

Day Four:
- 7am start extended to 9.30. Aidan had a sore head. The Germans predicted gale-force winds after
consulting their 3 word forecast scribbled on the back of a matchbox. (Fine. Increasing. Gale). Collected
gear strewn about the hut and started back out. Disgustingly cold, but not as damp as previous day.
- Departure delayed by snowball fight. Sneaky Andrew managed to hit me in the face twice. Lucas
enthusiastic but inaccurate. Joe eventually emerged victorious by simple expedient of using snow shovel.
Fight devolved into a game of snow cricket. Owen and Joe attempted to ice climb up the hut wall and
caused minor avalanche.
- Set off back down mountain, with pauses en-route for chocolate and ice climbing. Great fun! Weather
turned to shit as we got lower, and ended up trudging along in the path cleared by snow ploughs with ice
shards driving into our eyes. Reached skifields and attempted to ski without the aid of long planks of metal
strapped to our feet. Varying degrees of success.
- Reached Whakapapa safe and sound. Nobody on skiifields owing to truly abysmal conditions. Lots
of fucking around with extremities getting gradually more frozen as we attempted to find someone to
remove snow chains from van. Farewelled American, Germans, and mad Norweigan.
- On the road again. Shitty weather, a van full of stinky people in wet longjohns, and still nothing good on
the radio. Stopped in Taupo for chips and burgers at Grand Central Fry. Best meal ever. Aidan’s burger huge
enough to show up the limitations of the human mouth.
- Stopped in Turangi for hot springs. Absolute bliss. Wondrous feeling of limbs thawing out and realisation
that toes were in fact attached to the body after all. Underwater laps, handstands, splash fights etc.
etc. Farewelled Joe and Owen, who were heading back up the mountain, with ill-concealed glee at the
approaching mass of black cloud.
- Long, long drive home in the dark. Mood much improved by discovery of almost untouched block
of Whittakers’ Almond Gold. Other occupants of van slightly concerned by driver’s (my) road rage and
on-going battle for supremacy with logging truck whilst navigating through Hamilton. Subway stop in
Bombay, where Mooney took over driving, thank God.
- Home again, warm and dry. Blessed descent into sleepy doze. Welcomed joyfully by kittens and drunkenly
by flatmates. Realised I had left tramping boots in the van. Too tired to care.

SnowSkool III
We were the chosen ones
Author: Anton Gulley
We were the chosen ones. We were the beginners snowskool group that had weather as hot as a fox
wearing blush and eyeliner and as smooth as a fox wearing James Bond’s sunnies. Our hearts go out to the
other four snow skools that had weather as angry as a fox eyeing a canoeist, however it appears that they
did not pay enough respect to Tramping Jesus.
Jane, Chris, Andy, Danya, Pasan, Stefan and Anton met at Uni at 6pm on Tuesday the 8th of July. After
picking up Jack in Taupo and Ed and Joe in Tokaanu we were complete as the chosen ones. The chosen
one’s shivered the night away in the frozen day shelter by the chateau.
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The morning brought a magnificent ascent of Mt
Ruapehu to the New Zealand Alpine Club hut. The
air was as fresh and clean as a fox out of the bath
tub and as still as a fox playing statues. Air of this
mountainous quality cleanses the puffing lungs
and cools the heated body. A sky as blue and as
pure as a sapphire (hanging from a foxes neck)
radiated as far as Mt Taranaki whose dazzling
white peak rose magnificently above clouds that
were magnetised to its base. We reached the
hut for lunch and had plenty of time to watch in
horror as Ed ate his micro waved cheese, salami
and peanut butter crackers (apparently Nutella
was necessary for this to be the ultimate cracker
and be worthy of a description containing a
Sun setting over Taranaki
fox simile). The chosen ones learnt to self arrest
during the remainder of the day light. This is an essential skill for saving one’s life should one fall and it is
believed that the world would be a better place if people like Osama bin Laden had learnt to self arrest
(drum roll).
Apparently, according to the great wine connoisseur Ed, a wine can be defined as “flash” when it has a black
label or a “Mc” in the name. The $10 bottle of McGuigans has both of these qualities and was therefore
chosen by the chosen ones to be consumed on the third highest peak of Mt Ruapehu, Paretetaitonga
(2751m). At around 2pm on Thursday a bottle top was torn off and “flash” wine was victoriously unleashed
into the throats of the chosen ones. For a $10 bottle of flash wine McGuigans had a neck of a housewife
fox (they crane over their neighbours fences), the body of a fox on Celebrity Treasure Island and of course
the nose of a fox known as Cleopatra. McGuigans was a marvellous bottle however it was an old 5c coin
(which can still be used for coin prints so don’t
throw them out) compared to the startling
view that engulfed us in all directions. The
great flanks of Ruapehu surrounded us
sloping powerfully like a white foxes bicep.
The Kaimanawas, with white spotted hats,
begged at our feet like a vole cornered by
a fox. Taranaki, Tongariro and Ngauruhoe
were as graceful as a fox doing the foxtrot
and the sky still gleamed from that foxes
sapphire necklace. A fox would chase that
cow over the moon with the feeling it gets
when it catches a big juicy hare which will
feed it for weeks, likewise nothing beats the
feeling when a “flash” wine bottle is upended,
a dazzling view is absorbed and a mountain
is climbed.
View from Paretetaitonga
If you where mad enough to stalk like a hunting
fox around the NZAC hut in the early hours of Friday morning then you would have heard screams of joy
and laughter, seen semi naked people and felt very very cold. On Thursday night and Friday morning the
chosen ones brought the games out, first up was phonebook. Phonebook is played when two people
stand on a stack of phone books and try and touch the ground one at a time, when they have touched the
ground the number of phonebooks is increased. When the stack gets too high and too wobbly people
fall off and they lose the game. The game of phonebook is very intimate due to the hugging and rubbing
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nature of the game and any sort of comment can be taken COMPLETELY the wrong way.
Anton’s quotes: “Ed. How should I go down?” “My pants are ripping!” “Got to get my partner off aye.” “I just
put my lips against that!” “My arse is the most beautiful thing in the world.”
Donya’s quotes: “That leads to the squirt problem.” “I’m not eating enough bananas.”
Ed’s quotes: “It’s your job to go down.” “We don’t want any lubricant on this thing.”
The other major game played was caterpillars. This is when two people hop in to their sleeping bags and
wrestle their opponent to the ground. When a Danya caterpillar tumbles out of the way of a Jane caterpillar
belly flop like two new born foxes play fighting, yelps of laughter and entertainment would cascade around
the spectators in the hut. The game as a spectacle outclasses even the biggest crab wrestles. The night
was finished off with a giggly undie run around the hut to excite any stalkers that may be lurking outside.
Friday was the last day at Ruapehu. The chosen ones used the very large snow cave built by the advanced
snow skool group (to save them from the terrible weather) as a model to learn about emergency shelters.
A rope was anchored at the top of an ice face just up from the hut and the chosen ones scaled it like nimble
foxes. While Ruapehu will miss the chosen ones a fox must eventually finish that big juicy hare and go
hunting again. Big thanks must be given to Jane, Joe and Ed for being instructors that were as great as fox
royalty and to Stefan for driving all that way (foxes can’t drive so there is no simile sorry).

SnowSkool IV
author: helen alesbury
Instructors: Ed Sheppard, Joe Nelson, Miles Mason
Participants: Helen Alesbury, Tori Clack, Martin Spencer,
Harry Aitken, Chloe Mclaren, Matthew Yan, Audsley Jones,
Jayson Hoogeveen
Date: 3rd - 5th September
Although we all know what Mt. Ruapehu looks like, it is
something else to see it in person. Unfortunately for our
snoskool, we could very well have been climbing up the
same patch of snow for 3 hours and none of us would
have been the wiser. Aside from the occasional patch
of rock formations that peaked through the snow the
entire journey up to the hut on Saturday morning was
completely washed out. If pitch “white” were a phrase,
it would be perfect. If the person in front of you walked
just 5 minutes beyond you, there was no knowing where
they went.
Nonetheless, we did arrive at that hut in pretty good
time and met up with Ed and Audsley, had a quick lunch
and then proceeded to practice self arrests. We all sort
of knew what was in store, but after the 3rd or 4th time
throwing ourselves down the side of Mt. Ruapehu, our
knees started to feel the brute of it all. I am sure that
most of the skiers who witnessed our endeavours up and Martin and Matthew practicing ice-axe
down the same slope (falling down, cramponing down,
and crampon techniques
back up, French method, German method, EVERYTHING)
we must have looked slightly ridiculous. Thankfully we still could not see our hands in front of our faces.
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That night, after the mince that reportedly did “not” have ANY vodka in it, followed by jelly that also did
“not” have any vodka we began a good old fashioned AUTC game of table traversing and agility games, but
the best were not to be had until the second night. We all turned in relatively early, and woke up to find
that we were indeed, on a mountain.
Thankfully, the sky cleared around midday to reveal the pinnacles to us as we continued to insanely throw
ourselves down the side of the mountain. Finally, when we reached the toughest self arrest (head first on
your back), our instructors, Miles, Joe, and Ed first told us to “just try it and figure it out yourself” which was
all well and good until Harry decided to go down without a plan. Damn.
Finally, after we no longer had kneecaps we went on a tramp up and around the surrounding slopes,
but didn’t make it up to the summit. We ended the day by practicing avalanche safety techniques and
searching for transponders. Then in true AUTC style we played some phonebook...which yielded some
interesting photos. Also, somehow I think Audsley promised to have Ed’s babies? Maybe there was some
vodka in the food after all...

Advanced Snowskool
Author: Miles Mason
Group Members: Owen Lee, Edwin Sheppard, Joe Nelson, Øyvind
Haug, Craig Smith, Tommy Fergusson, Miles Mason
Dates: 4th - 8th July
‘The weather’s shite up here, forecast is shite for the next
week, we should postpone it’ Sitting in the carpark of Fisher
and Paykell in South Auckland at 6:30pm, all the food and
gear in the car, snow chains at the ready – we did not feel like
going home to our nice warm beds. After all, we’re young,
tough, headstrong and we have already organised time
off work to see some snow! So against Owen’s sage advice,
myself, Tommy and Craig are all still keen to put ourselves
through 5 days of the most fun torture we’ve had in a long
time.
After the long drive down, we arrive in Whakapapa village
at 11:30pm or so. Owen, Øyvind and Joe are in the Skotel,
the primera only just made it
making use of the warmth to sort out some gear. We stop
in to say hi and then head on up Bruce Rd. At first the going is easy but, as we start to hit some slushy
snow, losing traction, we decide to put the snow chains on the trusty front-wheel-drive Primera. On we go,
through the falling snow and driving wind. Soon the road starts getting steeper and even with the snow
chains on we are losing traction – ‘I’m gonna have to get you guys to get out and sit on the bonnet’ Tommy
and Craig don’t look overly enthused putting their jackets on to get out into the cold air. With the fatties
on the front the traction is far better and we just manage to make it to the Top ‘o the Bruce. We unpack our
gear into the shelter and park the car. After loading up with kilograms of climbing gear, we set off for the
NZAC hut at 12:30am. A refreshing and breezy 2-hour walk later and we arrive at the hut, dump our kit and
go to sleep.
The next morning we awoke to the sound of whistling winds and a glorious view of... not very much at
all. Excited about the knowledge and potential hard-core-ness that lay ahead, we leapt into our piles of
clothing and hardware with enthusiasm. Outside, the winds were strong enough that standing upright
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was impossible and standing at all was a feat all of
its own. We found a comparatively sheltered place
and rehearsed throwing ourselves down a hill (and
then using our ice axes to stop us – also known
as self-arresting). After spending a while getting
covered in snow, we got stuck into the interesting
stuff of constructing various types of snow anchors.
First we had a go at whacking in some snow stakes,
then constructed T-slot anchors, snow bollards (of
various widths – had lots of fun attempting to pull
them out). Lastly Øyvind, Ed and myself had a go
with a snow pig in a deep, soft snow drift. We pulled
on it and felt it dive. We pulled some more and felt
it dive further. Then we enlisted Owen and made it
dive even further. Owen then had one other thing
to show us before we went in for lunch so we left
Øyvind and Ed getting the pig out. Half an hour
through lunch they returned, having finally dug
down to the very well buried anchor.
After lazing around in the hut for a rather long
Tommy - pro snowcave builder
time, at 4:30pm we wandered around to the lee side
of the ridge to do some pitching up the steep slope there. We split up into pairs and dug some bucket
seats down the bottom for belay anchors, roped up and surveyed our route options above us. I lead up
a 45° snow slope towards an icy 60° couloirs with Ed below, paying out rope at the pace of my climbing.
A snow stake at the bottom of the gully and another at the top and I was onto the terminal snowface,
steep and covered with a thick layer of windblown snow. I quickly dug a bucket seat, backed up with
a snowstake then pulled up the slack rope before giving
three strong tugs on the rope to let Ed know I was ready.
By this stage it was pitch black and we could just see our
partners ascending below us by the lights of their torches
– apart from that, it was just the monotony of pulling line
through my belay device. Ed reached me fairly quickly and
led through as I continued belaying him from my pozzie.
A half pitch later and we were back on top of Delta ridge,
a successful ascent indeed. We waited a couple of minutes
for the others to get up and then stumbled the 50m back
to the hut in the howling wind.

Ed on our mini-ice climb

Back at the hut after de-gearing ourselves, we had a rundown of what we thought of our first time pitching with
the senior instructors. It soon became evident that those
of us who were less experienced were blissfully unaware of
a high avalanche danger on the very slope we climbed up.
All the snow that had been falling was being blown onto
the lee side of the ridge, making for unstable and frankly
worrying conditions. It transpired that Owen had started
climbing up, only to realise that it wasn’t safe. He then
climbed down to call it off but we were already too far up
to warn. Øyvind, who already had experience of avalanche
danger, was also slightly shaken by the instability of the
slope. A poignant learning experience for us all.
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The second day saw us having a lazy morning in the hut while Owen demonstrated the technique of
crevasse rescue. We all then had a go ourselves, getting out of the system so we weren’t supporting the
weight of the person on the end of the rope then attaching a bight to them to make a 3-1 system to make
hauling easier. After all that fun hanging from ropes in the warm and dry hut, we went outside to have fun
hanging from ropes in the cold, wet snow. Owen again demonstrated the technique for crevasse rescue,
this time with the added complications of having to dig a snow anchor, making sure the rope doesn’t cut
into the edge and dealing with hands that more closely resemble blocks of ice. After Owen’s fast and able
demonstration, we split into groups of three; one to run and jump off the edge attached to the end of a
rope, one attached to the other end of said rope and one belaying as a safety. In practice we found it a
fair bit harder than Owen made it look, all the little things turn into big problems in a situation like that,
tension throughout the whole system and no room for error. In the end, after a number of mistakes and
difficulties we all rescued our partners and had our turns as human icicles trying to hide from the wind.
After we were suitably chilled, we scurried back into the shelter of the hut.
The next day hailed a vast improvement to the weather and more crevasse rescue practice. While the
visibility was perfect, it was still bitingly cold, so it was with some reluctance that we once again threw
ourselves down the slope and huddled into our jackets while our partners struggled up above with the
wind and ropes. We spent the entire day out on the slope, with a break in the middle for lunch. That night
we decided to build a plus size snow cave for all of us to sleep in. After an hour or so of digging, it was done,
on a slight slope, but comfortable enough.
We woke up to absolutely beautiful weather, no cloud and only a slight breeze. That day we walked over
to the pinnacles to play around with ice screws and have a try at ice-climbing. We set up three different
pitches and all had a go on each one. After
lunch, it was down to the Knoll Ridge Café to
investigate an icefall coming off the back. We
rigged a toprope off the balcony and by the
time we were at the bottom and ready to climb,
it was starting to get dark. Owen scarpered up
first, I belayed him while the others were whoknows-where. Then it was my turn, starting off
I felt good and secure, pulling on the tips of
my ice-axe and crampon points as I moved up
the bulges of ice. About 2/3 of the way up I
started feeling tired, I wanted to come down
but the others urged me on and I used some
of Owen’s old axe-slots to make the going
easier. The feeling when I got to the top was
awesome, my first ice climb! The others were
slowly turning up and as they did, it started to
snow. One by one everyone else conquered
the climb and once again we scurried into the
warm womb of the AC hut.
On our final morning we awoke to beautiful
weather. Unfortunately, it was time to head
home. We trekked back down to the cars and
dug out the piles of snow that had built up
around them. After some confusion about
who needed to get back to Auckland and who
was staying at the mountain we were on our
way back to sun and warmth.

Owen chilling out on belay
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“Mid-Mountain Sleep” by Mario Massari, 9th in the ‘most hilarious photo’section of the
photo competition - Having a ziz halfway down the mountain, decided to sleep on a rock
ledge sticking out over a 300m drop

5 passes
Mt. Aspiring National Park
Author: Jane Dudley
Party: Jane Dudley, Dave Hodges
We started our trip from the Lake Sylvan car park at 2pm. Some people get the jet boat up to the start of the
Beans burn, to begin 5 passes but that’s cheating!! We got a lift with Buckley’s bus service from Queenstown,
and headed in past picturesque Lake Sylvan with our large packs. ‘You look like you’re going further than the
Lake!’ observed some passing day walkers. We presently got to Rock burn hut. Rock burn hut is particularly
interesting structure seemingly made from chicken wire and concrete, looking like a square soviet era
bunker like shape with few windows. A peace sign was emblazoned on the door in blue crayon. We entered
the darkened enclave and found two other occupants whose eyes glistened in the darkness. ‘Look at the
windows’ one said. I did, and saw that the windows were crawling with sand flies inside the window waiting
to get out. They had presumably had their fill and were bored of biting everyone that came in. The decision
was immediately made to stay in the tent that night. Despite the sand flies, the hut had an interesting
charm. Someone had painted a picture of mountains above the fire place and there was poetry in English
and Maori painted onto the walls. We wandered from the hut and found a milky but amazingly azure blue
stream, which was the Rock burn. It was a hot day, and I decided I just had to go for a swim in such a pretty
stream, which I did and dried off in about five minutes. We followed the track up to the bridge that crossed
the Rock Burn. Only a
We entered the darkened enclave and found two few minutes up from
where I had been
other occupants whose eyes glistened in the
swimming it turned
darkness...
into an impressively
deep gorge. We met
the occupants of the
hut who had mysteriously appeared at the end of the bridge, at the point where the track ended and our
off-track adventures began. ‘You are adventuresome folk’ they said, and the trees closed behind us and we
didn’t see them again. We followed a scrubby trail marked with flagging tape, and bush bashed in parts.
We followed the riverside for part of the way, and presently got to a grassing clearing beside the river a bit
down from the start of the Beans Burn. We decided to camp there the night and saw a native bat (longtailed). The sand flies were particularly fierce some that night, and you could faintly see the glow of orange
light from Glenorchy off in the distance.

“

The next morning we got up and started to see the first of the speed boats heading up the Dart river. We
waved to them and headed up towards the Beans burn. As we were tramping along in the bush we heard
noises coming from the river, who was it? We peered through the foliage and saw some guided rafts with
people in them floating past. We crossed the river towards the Beans burn, and headed through the bush
on a fairly well marked track. The track mostly travelled through Beech forest the whole way, and was full
of flowering alpine lace barks that made the air smell like honey, and opened up in parts onto grassy flats
were we had views of various snow covered mountains, Sarpedon, Poseidon, Niobe and Tantalus peak, and
a previously unnamed peak next to Tantalus, which we have now hereby named Mt. Ewok. We also saw
huge waterfalls. The Beans burn is a completely clear and aqua blue glacier fed river that is full of beautiful
deep delicious looking pools. We got out of the bush line and decided to find a camp site. There was a
fantastic bivvy rock nearby, but not being far enough out of the bush line to be away from the sand fly
hordes, we decided to stick to the tent option. As darkness fell and the stars came out, the glow of the city
lights had been left far behind in the remoter terrain of the upper Beans Burn.
The next day, we headed up the Beans Burn, towards the start of the turn off towards Fohn Saddle. It was
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another perfectly clear and sunny day, and we heard a male deer making a loud bark from higher up on
the hills and some female deer run past, and look up to see where he was higher up. The walk along the
Beans Burn was mostly through scratchy snow grass and had some patches of beautiful alpine flowers in
flower, and some small patches of blue scree from the blue schist rock of the area, which is made from 220270 million year old sea bed rock, which was now forced up into the mountains. As the Beans burn curved
around we got a sight of the huge Mallory and Irvine peaks further up. We started to head up towards
Fohn saddle, in parts it was pretty steep, and we were pretty much ‘grass climbing’ the snow grass. We had
wonderful views across the valley and the climbing up got less steep and we got into some scree near
the top of the pass, which was interspersed with little flowering mountain buttercups and other alpine
delicacies. Clambering through the rock, we came across the first patch of snow, and continued until the
view over the pass opened out before us. The view was amazing, across to the Olivines and down into the
Olivine river. We decided to sidle across to the Fohn Lakes, so we clambered and climbed over some rocky
outcrops around to the Fohn Lakes. The Fohn Lakes are the most amazing alpine lakes which are the purest
blue and pretty deep as well. Above them are Sunset and Corrina peaks. There are alpine flowers all around
and strange and wonderful alpine insects hop around in the grasses. As the sun set, the sky was lit up a
rosy colour and we had a view across to some massive mountains in Fiordland. I’m still not exactly sure
which mountains they are, because they were off our map, and I haven’t had a look at a map of Fiordland
yet! Actually not knowing what those mountains were just adds to their mystery, in the morning it was
perfectly clear, except clouds had obscured those mountains, as if they had never been there.
We headed off. Our destination was Fiery Col. We tramped down to the Olivine ledge, through an amazing
alpine herb field full of alpine daisies. We decided to sidle along towards Fiery Col and try to lose as little
height as possible since Fiery Col is higher than Fohn Saddle. We crossed various alpine bogs, and deep
scratchy thickets of snow grass and spaniard, and headed over towards Fiery creek which headed up
towards Fiery Col. Fiery peak, next to Fiery Col is an amazing orange colour from the amount of iron in the
rocks it is made up from. There is so much iron in the rocks that nothing grows on Fiery Col, and it is just a
rocky mass. On the other side of Fiery Col is Tantalus peak, which is made from blue schist rock. Where they
meet is Fiery Col, so it is literally blue on one half of the Col and orange on the other. Apparently it is on a
fault line, which explains the extreme difference in the colours of the rocks. On the way up the col we met
two other people who were also doing the 5 passes, but had come over from sugar loaf pass, the ‘normal’
way! We clambered up the rocks of the col and got to the top, which gave us an amazing view across to
where we had come, across the Bryneira range. I decided to climb up the side of Tantalus, and climbed up
to a bit where I got a great view of those mysterious Fiordland Mountains again. We clambered down from
the col, and through some patches of snow down to the flat underneath Fiery peak where we camped
for the night. Dave pointed out cow saddle, which was a small grassy lump protruding from the tussock.
Compared with the spectacular passes we had just been over it seemed a bit of an odd excuse for a pass,
but I suppose it fitted the criteria on technical grounds.
The next day was pretty much a lazy rest day. We had been going well, we had extra time up our sleeve, so
we spent most of the morning reading and left in the early hours of the afternoon. We crossed the mighty
cow saddle and continued on along the hidden falls creek. At one point we were rock hopping through
the creek and the rocks become an interesting mauve colour, shot with quartz. At points where the track
headed into the beech forest it became vague and undefined, especially since it could also be confused
with various deer trails heading off in all directions. We found a nice and obviously popular campsite near
hidden falls stream and the turn off up to Park pass and decided to camp for the night.
The next day we got up early and started off on the track towards Park pass. The start of the track heading
up the pass was difficult to find and took much searching around, tracks and deer trails headed off in
all directions. Eventually we found the track and it headed steeply up towards the pass. We climbed up
through the beech forest until it started to thin out and we climbed out of the bush line. We headed up
through the snow grass and flowering hebes over the pass. To our left there was a massive crevasse and
you could see the side of the massive Park pass glacier. We kept on going and stopped briefly at the windy
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top of Park pass to admire the spectacular view around us. We started to head down the pass and we
stopped at a big bivvy rock for lunch, with a fantastic view down the valley. We kept going and crossed
some large milky streams which were fed by the Park Pass glacier, and saw some helicopters fly past, which
were presumably taking people on ‘glacier tours’. We got to Theatre flat and paused for a break, admiring
the new set of mountains around us. We decided to camp that evening a little down from Theatre flat, so
we didn’t have far to go to get out to the road end the next day. We had heard on the mountain radio that
there would be rain on the last day of our trip, so we didn’t want to risk the rivers coming up and being
trapped. In the evening we heard the loud whistling noise of Blue ducks. It was great to know that there
were some nearby, since they are getting so rare these days. Shortly before Theatre flat we had noticed
stoat traps placed at intervals on what had now turned into a pretty well defined track with markers. That
night we ate a sumptuous feast since it was our last night in the wilderness, finishing with a thick chocolate
instant pudding using two packets of instant pudding mix and Dave’s organic/fair-trade chocolate.
The next day we tramped out. I felt a bit sad to be leaving the wilderness, it was such a beautiful area. For
most of the day we followed the clearest blue rock burn stream. All around us were giant cliffs and jagged
rocky mountains that must have given the rock burn its name. We hadn’t been away from the campsite
long before we saw a pair of Blue duck flying off down stream. I was so happy to see them, since I haven’t
seen Blue ducks in the wild since I was tramping in the Karamea with my family when I was about 12. The
weather was cloudy and overcast and we headed back into the beech forest, and started to tramp up over
Sugar loaf pass. The beech was covered in moss and lichens that hung from the branches. When we got to
the top of sugar loaf pass it was cloudy so we didn’t see much, and it started to rain softly. We descended
down from the pass and the view opened out into the river valley that the sugar loaf stream fed into. We
continued on down the track, which was well marked and stamped with quite a few footprints. The track
over the Sugar loaf to Rock burn hut seems to be a fairly popular weekend trip for locals. We headed off
down the track, and descended down steeply until Dave, who was ahead of me made an expression of
alarm, and I saw, through the trees, a huge expanse of flattened gravel. Just down the track was a sign about
2 metres in diameter stating ROUTEBURN TRACK pointing at the gravel expanse carved into the hill side.
The track that we had just come from was marked with a large sign saying THIS IS NOT THE ROUTEBURN
TRACK. We headed down along the Routeburn track towards the Routeburn shelter where we were being
picked up, slightly shell shocked by the amount of people roaming around, after seeing hardly anyone for
a long time. I think great walk tracks are good, since they allow lots of people that aren’t used to outdoorsy
things access to the outdoors, with the extremely high grade of facilities. We eventually sat down at the
Routeburn shelter, a huge glass and steel structure full of interesting and informative photo boards. Our
buses came to pick us up and whisked us away to where the delights of burgers, clean sheets and hot
showers awaited.
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Rees – Dart
Author: Jeremy Chirnside
Group Members: Craig Smith (Leader), Jeremy Chirnside, Rebecca
Caldwell, Rob Connolly, Kylie Johnson, Hamish Scott, Charis
Wong, Jane Dudley, Lloyd Johnson and Crispin Ovenden
Date: 27th – 31st January 2008
The trip started at the Muddy Creek car park
as we pulled our packs out of the trailer with
their obligatory coating of Glenorchy Road
dust, and enthusiastically commented on how
much lighter they would be once we had eaten
all the food. The first few hours were a gentle
stroll across farmland, with the Rees River to our
left and the snow capped mountains off in the
distance. After three hours in the hot Central
Otago sun we looked across and saw some
4WDs. As the afternoon wore on I pulled out a
map and commented on what good progress we
were making; soon after making promises about
arrival times we entered the bushline and the
contours got steeper; sorry. We emerged out of
Shelter rock hut
the bush to the welcome site of Shelter Rock Hut,
set against a stunning background of jagged mountains. The icy cold Rees was a welcome refreshing swim
after a hot day.
The following day was the shortest day of the
trip, however Craig had us up and on the way
early; this would prove valuable as the rain
arrived soon after we arrived at Dart Hut. A
steady climb took us up through sub-alpine
gardens to the frequent calls above from Kea
to the Rees Saddle. After poking our heads
round the corner into the gale on the other
side we quickly retreated to a calm spot for
lunch. The descent down to Dart Hut again
took us through some impressive alpine
gardens. At Dart Hut we attempted to make
instant pudding deciding to add half the
water and twice the milk powder to ensure it
would set without a fridge. All this achieved
was a rather lumpy saturated solution, which
still tasted OK after two days tramping.

Craig and Rebecca swimming in Snowy Creek

The third day dawned crisp and clear, perfect as we were heading into the heart of the mountains. Good
pace was made up the Dart River, inspired by the site of Mt Edwards up in front and our light day packs. As
we rounded the corner we caught our first glimpse of the Dart Glacier, which was largely covered in grey
moraine at its lower end. However, as we sidled up the side of the hill we began to catch our first glimpse
of the full glacier, glistening white with the backbone of the Southern Alps in the background. Upon
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reaching Cascade Saddle (the highest point of our trip at 1600 m) unfortunately the cloud had moved over
Mt Aspiring; however we still enjoyed an impressive view of the West Matukituki valley. On our return the
Dart and it’s side creeks had risen considerably, fuelled by the snow melt on a warm summers afternoon. I
had crossed without getting wet boots in the morning, but by the afternoon I was more concerned about
keeping my balance. There were also the regular rumbles as bits of ice fell off the glaciers around us. On
our return to the hut a few of us enjoyed a swim in the milky glacier fed Snowy Creek, this made the Rees
two nights earlier seem quite pleasant and Lake Wakatipu, where we had swum before leaving appear like
a hot pool.
Day four took us down the Dart valley. After a period in the bush the track took us out onto Cattle flat for
a few hours in the hot sun, before returning
into the bush for the last couple of hours to
Daley’s Flat Hut. Surrounded by bush and
at a much lower altitude, Daley’s Flat was a
Mecca for sandflies and it soon became clear
that the hut door could not be left open, as
the sandflies waited outside for blood. In the
evening we showed we had learnt our lessons
and the instant pudding was made to perfect
consistency. We had carried some tents in
anticipation and I decided to sleep outside as
the hut was a bit warm. After applying some
high powered insect repellent I pitched my
tent in record time, in the morning I woke
thinking it was raining only to find there were
thousands of sandflies landing on the roof of
my tent.
Dart Glacier
The final day was spent mostly in bush alongside the Dart River. We powered down the valley at speed
driven partly by the desire to get to the end and partly because no one wanted to stop and be eaten by
sandflies. The first signs of civilisation appeared as a commercial jet boat thundered up the river and
soon we rounded the corner to the sight of our waiting van driver. Five days of excellent weather were
fresh in our minds as we relaxed the next day in the crib (bach) at Queenstown and the rain poured down
outside.

Crispen, Jane, Craig, Lloyd, Jeremy, Hamish, Kylie, Rob, Rebecca and Charis at the end.
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Kahurangi Four Corners
Kahurangi National PArk
Author: Miles Mason
Party: Tommy Fergusson and Miles Mason
Dates: 6th - 26th February
We won! After apprehensively waiting a
week for confirmation, a call to Mark Jones of
N
Adventure Philosophy confirmed our hopes;
winning the Tertiary section of the Adventure
"From tallest peak toE
Philosophy Gore-Tex Good For Life scholarship
deepest cavern"
and $2000 supplied by Gore-Tex as well as $330
W
of equipment from each of Bivouac Outdoor and
MSR. Two months of planning later and we are at
s
the start of the Kaituna track, almost at the very
top of the west coast by Westhaven/Whanganui
Inlet. 300km lay ahead of us, including three more
corners of Kahurangi National Park – Mt. Owen, the tallest point at 1875m – Nettlebed Cave, the deepest
point at 889m below the top entrance and Owen River Valley Rd, the southern border of the park.

Kahurangi
Four
Corners

The first section saw us walk the
Kaituna track which cuts between
the Whakamarama and Burnett
Ranges, cross the farmland of the
Aorere Valley then ascend onto the
Douglas Range via Boulder Lake
track. The walk up to Boulder Lake
seriously challenged our fitness, with
our heavy packs, 4.5 extra litres of
water and the added strain of a walk
across the valley made it a 28km, 11
hour mammoth. Upon arriving at
the hut, we were so exhausted that
we fell staright asleep at 7pm, only
to wake up at 2am with an incredible
hunger! After a hearty dinner we
then fell back asleep and had a good
sleep-in that morning.

On our way down to Boulder Lake

After a cushy day along the ridgetops to the tiny and beautiful Adelaide Tarn Hut, we had our next serious
challenge of the trip, the detour around the Dragon’s Teeth to Lonely Lake Hut. Originally our plan was to
go straight over the top of the Dragon’s Teeth, but upon sighting them we decided it would be prudent to
take the (slightly) easier way. This formidable route saw us descend 700m through beech forest to the upper
Anatoki River (where we saw a Whio for the first time) then ascend back up 800m onto the main ridge. For
the ascent we chose to take an unconventional route up a fairly dry stream then cut up through scrub to the
ridge. This plan worked like a charm until we got into the scrub where we slowed to ½ km/h as we zig-zagged
through a series of bluffs and struggled our way through the thick, stiff bush. After a fairly dodgy rock climb
with our full packs on, we emerged into tussock and found a route marked by cairns running parallel to
the main ridge. Slightly disoriented and trying hard to follow the directions on our DoC brochure, we took
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a right turn instead of a left along
the cairns and ended up wasting
half an hour before realising we
were going in the wrong direction.
Backtracking, we found our route
through Peter pass and then down
to the relative comfort of Lonely
Lake Hut. The hut books dated back
to the 60s and there was a wealth
of history and stories to entertain us
as we boiled up a brew.
We awoke in the morning to a
whiteout and rain, considered the
idea of spending a rest day in the
hut, then hardened up and set off
into the clag. The route was far
easier than the day before and
The intimidating (and aptly named) Dragon’s Teeth
we really motored along the ridge,
down to the head of the Cobb Valley
and Fenella Hut, possibly the best hut in the country. After a luxurious rest day, including a skinny-dip in
the beautiful little tarn near the hut, we romped down the Cobb Valley to meet my Aunty and Uncle at
Trilobite hut with another 10 days of food, as well as our caving equipment. It was fantastic to see some
people again and we also got treated to a dinner of fresh food!
The next day, we set off East, our packs laden with caving equipment to Flora Hut at the base of Mt. Arthur.
Upon arrival, we ditched our heavy packs, took the basics and headed off for a day trip up the imposing
mountain. We stopped in at Mt. Arthur hut which was running very low on water, then continued on up
towards the summit but, upon seeing the clouds ominously gathering around it, stopped and went back
down, not having raincoats with us.
We had received instructions for getting
to the cave from Oz Patterson from Nelson
Speleological Group (NSG), they involved
bush-bashing from Flora carpark down a
ridge to the Pearse River and a campsite
near there. We failed miserably at following
them and spent the next torrid 4 hours
forcing our way down a slip which turned
into a stream which turned into a series of
waterfalls choked with Ongaonga – native
stinging nettle. We arrived at the Pearse
river tired and in pain and took a dip in
the soothing water before walking half
an hour upstream to our campsite, just by
the Pearse resurgence where all the water
from Mt. Arthur drains to. Another half
hour setting up camp and we were on our
way to Nettlebed cave.
In the bottom of nettlebed cave
As we entered, there was a noticeable
drop in air temperature, the cool rock refrigerating the air inside the cave. The entrance chamber was fairly
large, enough room to walk upright and we easily negotiated our way to the back, where a crouchingheight tube led up and to the right. We followed this for 15m where it opened up into a short vertical
shaft and we followed two 5m handlines down to the streamway. Further along, we encountered a large
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flowstone slope, leading up into the dark. Clambering to the top of it, the way on appeared to be a rather
small gap, bordered by limestone formation; the Hinkle Horn Honking Holes, a series of three squeezes
with a reputation for stumping even the most experienced cavers. Mike McManaway from NSG had told
us that around half of all people can’t get through, either
because of girth or height. For this reason Tommy was the
first in, being the shorter of the two of us. As he squirmed
into the small space, a wind picked up as he closed off the
available room, whipping up to what looked like gale force,
his overalls flapping madly in the strong air current. He
passed through into the next comparatively roomy space
and I passed the bags through, I had to close my eyes to
prevent the cold wind stinging them as I put my head into
the tight space and then wriggled in, turning and tucking
my legs behind me to negotiate the sharp 90° corner in
the middle of the squeeze. Passing through into the small
chamber, Tommy was already half into the next tight pass,
The rather messy campsite
making room for me to turn around and enter this one
feet-first, sliding on the slight downhill slope. One more
tight space and we were through, dropping down to a muddy floor, we found a place to sit and have a
snack and congratulate each other on a job well done. With that, we turned around and headed back out
of the cave into the fading daylight and warm air
of the valley. The rain held off until we could get
out of our caving gear and into the tent, but as
we were eating dinner, it came down and didn’t
stop all night.
The morning of the 16/02/08 we woke up early
and made the short walk back to the cave. Not
wanting to spend another night in the tent
we decided that if we got back to camp before
1:30pm, we would bush-bash back up the hill to
the comfort and warmth of Flora Hut. With that
in mind, we made it through and past the Hinkle
Cobb Reservoir
Horn Honking Holes with relative ease and speed,
continuing into a section known as ‘Porridge’ because of its wet and confusing nature then to the ‘Up-andOvers’ up a 7-metre ladder, along 7-metres and then down a 7-metre ladder. After some slight navigational
mishaps (we started heading down ‘The Laundry Chute’) We got past the Coral Waterfall and to the start
of ‘Rockfall K’. By now, our memories were getting slightly full and for time as well as safety considerations,
we turned tail and exited into the daylight.
We arrived back at camp at 1pm, packed up in record time, then started the climb up to the Flora carpark,
taking great care this time to choose the correct route. The three hour uphill trudge in the rain was a real
pleasure, especially compared to the harrowing descent we had just the day before. At the carpark, we had
a snack and txted people to let them know we were alive, before continuing on to Flora Hut. Rounding the
final bend to the hut, we were delighted to smell woodsmoke and it was absolutely fantastic to arrive there
and find a beautiful warm fire going. We made instant friends with the Dutch family and greatly enjoyed
having some company that night.
We left late the next day and made the walk back to Trilobite Hut in good time. Upon arriving there, we
found the box we had hidden in the bush and packed our packs with another 10 days of food and packed
the box with all our dirty caving gear. Three solid days of walking and we had made it to Stone hut on
the Wangapeka track, having walked the length of the Leslie-Karamea track. This whole time we were
walking beside rivers and the power of the green waters was very calming and tranquil after the blustery
weather of the mountains. In Stone we had company, a group of four trampers from Auckland who were
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lovely to us and the next morning (Tommy’s birthday, the 20th) they
were nice enough to make Hot Chocolate in bed for us, an absolute
luxury which we enjoyed immensely. The next couple of days were
very nice and relaxing, as we walked only 3 hours each day, from hut
to hut along the Wangapeka, stopping for lunch each day with the
Whangarei Tramping club who were also very lovely to us and sang
Tommy Happy Birthday when we saw them that day.
Reaching the end of the Wangapeka, we turned South onto the
slopes of Mt. Owen and climbed into cloud to Granity Pass hut. Our
plan here was to take a day trip to the summit and then the day after
descend down the South side via Sunrise Peak. On our day trip, we
were in cloud the whole time and while we had no trouble finding the
summit, scouting down the south side for a route to Sunrise Peak was
nightmarish. With no visibility and no prior experience of the area, we
realised fairly quickly that if the weather didn’t improve, there was no
chance. Unfortunately Mt. Owen seems to have become a cairn farm,
the number of cairn trails that peter out and cairns placed randomly
Tommy resting above the on their own on the slopes is staggering. Not only is this a nuisance,
but it could be a safety hazard also, when tired, cold and hungry, it
Wangapeka river
is possible to hold on to the hope that anything could be a path to
salvation. We had our own trouble with this, not only while trying to find a route to Sunrise Peak, but also
on our walk back to Granity Pass, we accidentally left the trail and spent an hour wandering around before
gaining the summit and starting over again.
That night in the hut, we decided that if, in the morning conditions didn’t improve, we would return down
the North side and
hitchhike around to the
Southernmost
point.
The next morning, the
cloud was still as thick
as pea-soup so, to our
disappointment
we
returned back the way
we came. Once back at
Wangapeka Junction,
we used the phone
provided by DoC to
call a campground in
Tapawera who picked
us up from the end
of the track in return
for us booking a selfcontained unit.
Our first priority was to
be clean and our second
to stuff our faces, so after
What beautiful weather you have here!
a hot shower, we walked
down to the local shop
and bought copious amounts of junk food which we then devoured. A hot meal and a beer at the pub that
night finished off our day of luxury. In the morning, the campground owner very generously dropped us
down to SH6 where after an hour of waiting, we got picked up by a lovely English couple who gave us a lift
to Murchison, our destination for the trip. A night’s stay in a backpacker’s and we were on the bus back to
Nelson to rendezvous with my Aunty who would take us to Takaka.
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All in all, we regarded the trip as a great success. Despite not finishing
the last day, we felt it was due to reasonable safety considerations and
wouldn’t have been possible, especially without prior knowledge of the
area. All other goals were achieved well within our timeframe and with
minimum injury. We would like to thank our essential supporters, Heather
Mason and Rob Kearon who provided transport, accommodation,
awesome food as well as local knowledge. We would also like to
thank Nelson Speleological Group, especially John Patterson and Mike
McManaway, it wouldn’t’ve been possible without your support and
knowledge. Last but not least, great thanks to Adventure Philosophy,
Gore-Tex, Bivouac Outdoor, MSR and Backcountry Foods for giving us
the funds to do what we wanted to.
Adventuring is a challenging business. But that is exactly what it is
supposed to be, not only do you need the organisational skills to get
you there in the first place, but you need the mental tenacity and
positivity to get you through when it’s all turning to custard. Having said
that, there is nothing more rewarding. The trick is to think of something
hugely ambitious and then work and work until it comes off, the bigger
the idea, the bigger the pay-off. So my message to anyone thinking of
an adventure;
1.
Spend hours imagining yourself doing exactly what you want to do, this provides the motivation
2.
Do something that suits your interests, but step it up several levels
3.
If it looks like something may not happen, push and push and push it while looking for other
alternatives
4.
Don’t get too stressed – there is a solution to every problem and if you can’t think of one, ask friends
and family

Dusky
Fiordland National Park
Author: Jenny Waite
Party: Craig Smith, Jenny WAite, LLoyd Johnson
DAte: December 2007
Lloyd, Craig and I set off on an overcast day crossing Lake Hauroko by boat and landing at Hauroko hut.
After struggling to get three heavy packs off the boat they were straight onto our backs and off we went.
Following a river it was a flat and fast walk in to Halfway Hut where we were entertained by a friendly robin.
The rest of the day was spent by the river and in the hut avoiding the sandflies.
The next day we climbed out of the valley and up to Lake Roe Hut, with spectacular views back down the
valley and no sandflies to keep us on the move. The fantastic weather made for a hot climb but it was great
when we reached
Craig caught two blue cod, the second one
the hut as we
being the largest fish I had ever seen, not
went for a swim in
Lake Roe followed
bad for someone who had never fished before!
by a nap in the
sun which was to

“
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become a habit on this trip whenever we found a spot
with no sandflies! Back at the hut temptation to climb
a large rock bare foot lead to me cutting along the
bottom of my foot, great second day first injury. Lloyd
went off to have a look around while Craig and I took
the lazier option of enjoying the view from a seat near
the hut.
We woke up early in the morning to find two Keas
running around on the roof and deck. Realizing we
had left a lot of gear on the deck I got up to find all
the boots had been dragged off the deck and one of
mine had been dragged about ten metres from the
hut. Luckily they hadn’t found the gaiters yet. We
headed off from the hut and after a short climb to the
top of the Pleasant Ranges we were rewarded with
spectacular views of the surrounding area. We cruised
along the tops, stopping for photos every few minutes,
eventually reaching the end of the ranges where we
stopped for lunch and a siesta. From here it was a steep
descent for an hour down to the hut, fortunately on a
few occasions chains had been attached to the rock
to help us descend. When we reached the bottom we
Jenny the Jolly fisher-woman
crossed the Seaford river on the longest three wire
bridge I had seen, which you had to climb a ladder to
reach. About five minutes from here was Loch Maree Hut and sand flies.
We left half our food in Loch Maree hut making our packs incredibly light and set off for Supper Cove. We
had a nice stroll down the valley passing through some of the Duskys famous mud and crossing a number
of rivers and back waters on three wire bridges. Disappointingly only a few waist deep patches of mud
were found. Arrived in good time and spent the afternoon avoiding sand flies, swimming and fishing. Craig
showed off his fishing skills by catching three fish while I showed off my fishing skills by losing the remaining
sinkers. The first fish Craig caught was small and used for bait. Using this Craig caught two blue cod, the
second one been the largest fish I had
ever seen, not bad for someone who
had never fished before! These were
gutted, wrapped in tinfoil and baked
on the embers and made a nice change
from tuna.
We spent the next day at Supper Cove
mostly inside playing cards as it was
drizzling outside. I was incredibly
happy about the rest day as due to
being wet and muddy all the time
my foot was infected and swollen,
luckily Craig came to the rescue with
his magical Betadine which cleared
it up. Even though it was back to the
tuna that night Craig made one of his
famous cheesecakes which was almost
as good as fresh baked cod.

The team
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Xmas day! We headed back to Loch Maree hut through the rain and more mud than when we walked
down. We pushed through this section quickly as it was cold and wet and arrived back at the hut to find
Craig not there despite having raced ahead earlier. He showed up with Lloyd ten minutes later having
taken a ‘scenic route’. Spent the afternoon sleeping, and drying by the fire before dinner and xmas pudding
with custard.
Woke to find the water levels in the loch had risen. The dead tree stumps in the loch can be used to judge
track conditions, if you can’t see the stumps in the loch the track will be flooded so it’s best to stay in the hut.
Luckily there was still a while to go before the stumps were covered so we headed up the valley following
the track up the side of the river. It was a nice stroll alongside the river to Kintail Hut with only occasional
deep patches of mud. Once again at the hut the sand flies kept us inside playing card games of 500.
The next morning the rain was back making for an interesting climb from the hut were once again there
were chains to pull ourselves up on. After climbing steeply for a long time we got to Centre Pass where
I was blown over by the strong wind much to the amusement of the two guys. Once we got back into
the bush and out of the wind it was a quick descent down to the hut, on the way we meet the first other
trampers we had seen on the trip. Just before the hut it was incredibly swampy with much of my time
spent knee deep. Reached Upper Spey hut to find Craig had started a fire and there was the usual sandfly
welcoming party.
Got up at five and headed off along some appreciated board walk which saved us having the push
through the swamp
which would waste
our energy and destroy
the environment. After
this we cruised along
the river along some
of the less maintained
sections of the track
before reaching the
road. Along the way
Craig and I saw two
deer walking down a
stream and then out on
the road a stag. Walked
along the road to Lake
Manapouri where we
caught a ferry across
the lake and the bussed
to Te Anau where we
spent the afternoon
eating. A fantastic 9
days.
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French Ridge Track
Mt Aspiring National Park
Author: Charis Wong
Group Members: Crispin Ovenden, Charis Wong and Craig Smith
Dates: 2nd - 5th February
After the completing the Rees/Dart tramp, a few of us thought that we hadn’t had enough of the beautiful
South Island yet and since we had travelled all the way down there we decided we’d head back out into
the awesome wilderness again!
So, our next destination was…. The French Ridge
Track in the Matukituki Valley, Mt Aspiring National
Park! After a day rest from the Rees/Dart trip, we
woke up bright and early to get ready. Jeremy very
kindly dropped us at Wanaka to catch a shuttle out
to the start of the track. This is located at Raspberry
Flat next to the west branch of Matukituki River in
the midst of the farmland of the Mt Aspiring High
Country Station. On the way we passed the old
Mt Aspiring Homestead where Craig had his high
school camps. Once we arrived we got ourselves
ready and took a “BEFORE TRIP” group photo--namely “the two Giants and the Shorty”---aka the
fittest and the most unfit.
We decided to have a nice and cruisy Day 1, so we dumped our packs somewhere in the bush and went
to check out the famous Rob Roy Glacier which is a tourist
track as they were trying to build more gravel tracks, also
described by Crispin as the “Motorway”, flat and wide! At the
end of the ‘motorway’ we carried on off track further up the
ridge, and admired the Rob Roy Glacier and the way the Kea
(rare NZ bird, only found in the South Island mountains and
the worlds only alpine parrot) effortlessly glided the huge
distances across the valley to the glacier.
Craig then decided to make the trip a lil bit more interesting
by leading us bashing our way straight down to the stream
which consists of sliding down the scree and jumping
around big boulders. When we got to the Aspiring hut, it
was already 8 ish pm, so much for our ‘cruisy’ ‘rest’ day! We
had our dinner by 10pm and headed off to bed!
Day 2, finally we started the “actual” tramp. After the nice
lovely walk upriver via Pearl Flat we reached the start of
the French Ridge Track—also the start of the exciting bit--ascending 1000 ish metres in 3 hours. Straight up. Sigh. I
have once read the other trip report about French Ridge
track as the “hand-requiring steep”. And I could see why,
especially with the length of my legs, hand-requiring has
become a-must and “rock climbing techniques”
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came into play! Crispin and Craig could just rock up the track like they could
fly! Half way up, we stopped for lunch and Craig has introduced his all time
energy food--the ultimate cabin bread with a layer of nutella, followed by
the other layer of peanut butter, then a piece of cheese and the other piece
of salami on top. After we reached the bush line we came out into a tussock
covered area and the steepish climb paid off. The scenery was so beautiful
where you could see the entire West Matukituki Valley clearly from the ridge
and the Maud Francis Glacier. When we reached the French Ridge Hut, our
first mission was to prepare the Cheesecake for dessert and set it in the
‘fridge’---aka the tarn beside the hut. After dinner, we started the ultimate
championship card game of Kings and Peasants with the DoC hut warden
(Caroline) vs AUTC vs French (Damien and Chloe who were staying there
for the night).
The AUTC and French representatives competed
vigorously to be the King, though I couldn’t
remember who actually won the game! During
the break, we had the Strawberry jam cheesecake,
where the French food experts commented that
it’s the best ever cheesecake that they have tried
in Wanaka! Haha, sweet. :P
Day 3, our mission was to get to the top of Mt.
French. We have been waiting for the clearing
till almost noon, so we decided to have a stroll
and see how far we could get after it cleared
up. The walk was lovely where we got to see Mt.
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Aspiring in between the clouds,
Maud Francis Glacier and the
Bonar Glacier. While we up there
a group of about 14 juvenile kea
swooped in and landed all around
us – a rare sight to see so many at
once! Caroline (the hut warden)
said that once a Kea has picked up
someone’s boot and dropped it off
the 1500m cliff by the hut, sneaky
but what a beautiful bird! WATCH
OUT FOR KEAS!! The snow was
rather soft and not icy at all, but
for sake of carrying these ice axes
and crampons all the way up…
we decided to “use” them anyway
and play around in the snow
enjoying the view while avoiding
the crevasses and incoming
snowballs!
Day 4, we woke up bright and early, and made out way back to catch the shuttle at the carpark. All these
good times of hands-and-knees-requiring ascents, cheesecake made in the tarn, playing card games with
snowy mountains in the background, even the loo perched on the edge of the ridge with the incredible
view and the snowball fights were just so awesome! Time flies, especially the good and memorable ones.
So, DO GO TO MT. FRENCH, it makes your trip so surreal, just like a dream!
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Tribute to Nigel Grove
5 July 1970 – 30 April 2008
David Grove / Rob Frost
Nigel’s predominantly shy nature made it
challenging for many people to get to know him
well. But in the company of friends and when he was
instructing, his sense of humour and his obvious
enthusiasm for the outdoors became evident. It
was sometimes easy to forget about Nigel’s quiet
side. Occasionally he would surprise everyone with
an outpouring of knowledge on astronomy, music,
or how to solve Rubik’s cubes in less than
one minute.
Nobody will ever fully understand the
reasons behind Nigel’s decision to exit this
world. However, he achieved more in his all
too short life than many do in a lifetime.
He will be sorely missed by all his friends
in the mountaineering community and
long remembered for the significant contribution
he made to tramping, rock climbing and
mountaineering organisations.

Nigel Grove died on 30 April 2008. His death came
as a shock to his friends to whom he was highly
regarded as a fellow tramper and mountaineer.
Nigel first became interested in tramping in 1995
through walking the Milford track with his father,
a cousin and an aunt. On his return he joined the
Auckland University Tramping Club and later, the
Auckland University Rock and Alpine Club (AURAC)
and the Auckland Section of the NZAC.
James Russell recalls an early tramping
trip to the Ruahines involving twelve
hour days and being caught in snow and
freezing rivers. They thought they may
not survive but this only spurred them
on to greater adventures. Later they both
took up rock climbing and would go to
the Auckland Grammar quarry on evenings and
weekends to practice.
Nigel continued to take an active part in tramping,
rock climbing and mountaineering activities and
over the summer of 2002-2003 climbed the SW
Ridge on Mt Aspiring (with Mark Roberts) and
Zurbriggen’s Ridge on Aoraki/Mt Cook (with John
Scott). Other major peaks Nigel climbed include Mts
Tasman (with Rob Frost), Sefton (with Ryan Barron),
and Elie de Beaumont (with Stephen Allely), plus
several ascents of Mts Ruapehu and Taranaki.
Nigel was also active in establishing new rock
routes at the remote Upper Tama Crag beneath
Ngauruhoe.
Nigel was made the first and only life member of the
club in 2006 due to his outstanding contribution to
AURAC’s activities.
Nigel’s legacy, however, will not be the list of peaks
he climbed or the valleys he traversed. Nigel’s caring
nature and willingness to teach others resulted
in him instructing on almost every rock climbing
and mountaineering course for the university
clubs between 2001 and 2006. This also extended
to assisting the Auckland Section with instruction
courses in 2006.
Everybody who knew Nigel respected his skills
and listened closely when he had something to
say. He has been described as a great teacher, a
gutsy climber and a gentle soul. Nigel no doubt
had a profound effect on many peoples’ passion for
climbing.

Anthea Johnson
The Auckland University Rock and Alpine Club
(AURAC) and Auckland University Tramping Club
would like to acknowledge the great loss of Nigel
Grove and offer our sincere condolences to his
family and friends.
Nigel was elected as AURAC club president in 2004
and was a key member of the committee for many
years.
His knowledge of the club organisation and his
technical skills were surpassed only by the level of
regard in which he was held by club members.
Nigel’s passion for alpine climbing will be
remembered by all those who participated in trips
with him or attended the many Snowschool courses
where he instructed.
His thoughtful teaching style and dry sense of
humour were always appreciated.
AURAC would not have developed to be the club
it is today without the immeasurable input from
Nigel as a committee member, instructor, President
and Life Member.
We respect his choices and give thanks for all he
has done.
We remember him with gratitude for his contribution
to the club, admiration for him as a mountaineer
and thankfulness for him as a friend.
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